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T he Staff of 1914-' 1 5 affectionately dedicate this vol-
ume of the OuACHITONIAN to our beloved D irector of the 
Conservatory of Fine Arts 
PROFESSOR LIVINGSTON H. MITCHELL 
He, who for six years has labored so· earnestly and pa-
tiently with the students, each year sending out into the world 
of usefulness a band of thoroughly efficient teachers as well 
as musicians. He, who always shares our sorrows as well as 
our joys, ready and willing to do whatever he is called upon 
to do, casting over all those with whom he comes in contact a 
spirit of happiness and contentment and a desire to do and be 
the best that is possible. 
• 
PROFESSOR LIVINGSTON H. MITCHELL 
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7 
DR. SAMUEL YouNc jAMESON 




PROF'ESSOR H. L. McALISTER 
Dean of Ouachita College 
9 
Mtss ANNIE R. STORTS 
Dean of Women, Ouachita College 
10 
l•llfffiJ i Ill (~1~1 J!l~l 
MR. H o MER L. GRICE 
English 
A. B., Mercer University, 191 2; Instructor 
in English, Mercer University; Ouachita Col-
lege since 1913. 
]OHN GARDINER LILE 
H istory and Economics 
A. B.. Ouachita College, 1889 ; A.M., 
Ouachita College, 1892 ; Summer Course, Bay 
View (Michigan) University, 1890; Summer 
Course, University of Virginia, 1892; Prin-
cipal, Hillsboro (Arkansas} A cademy, 1889-
1890; Professor in Ouachita College, 1890-
1895 ; President, Central College, 1895- 190 1 : 
Attorney-at-Law, 1891-1912; Ouachita Col-






Business Manager and Dean of Preparatory 
Department 
A.B., Mercer University, 1886; President, 
John Gibson Institute, Georgia; Superintendent 
of Schools at Elberton and Commerce, 
Georgia; Ouachita College, 191 3. 
Athletic Director and Assistant Mathematics 
A.B .• Albion College, 1909; B.S., A & 
M. College, Miss. , 1912; Ouachita College 
since 1912. 
12 
]AMf.S NF.WTON 0wf.NS 
French, German and Latin 
A.B., University of South, 1912; Principal 
of Lois Training School, 19 12-13; Principal 
of Cedar Hill Institute, 191 3-14. 
GF.ORCf. L. STEVENSON 
The Sciences 
Graduate of Angola High School, Angola, 
N. Y., 1902; G raduate of Teachers' Train-
ing Class; one year's College Preparatory 
work in Colgate Academy, Hamilton, N. Y.; 
Graduate of Colgate University, 1907, B.S. 
Degree; Graduate of Cornell University, Col-
lege of Agriculture, Class 1913, B.S.A. De-
gree; Member of Eta Chapter Phi Beta 
Kappa; Completed College Course in Peda-
gogy; H olds New York State College Gradu-
ate's Professional Certificate and Massachusetts 
High School Teacher's Certificate. 
13 
B. ARTHUR STOVALL 
Business Department 
University of T exas; Allen Manual Train-
ing School; Bradley Polytechnic Institute ; Di-
rector, Manual Training and History in City 
Schools, St. Petersburg, Fla.; Director, Man-
ual Training, Houston, Texas; President, Mc-
Kinney, Texas, Business College; Director, 
Manual Training, Waxahachie, Texas; 
Ouachita College since 191 3. 
FRANK w. DAWSON 
Lieut. U. S. A Retired 
Commandant and Professor of Military Science 
and Tactics 
Active service in Cuba, U . S. and Philip-
pine Islands, I 898-191 0; Medal for service 
in Philippine Islands during Campaign; Grad-
uate Officers' School, Fort Duchesne, Utah, 
1905-06; Graduate Infantry and Cavalry 
School, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, 1907; 
Retired from active service, 191 0; Detailed 
by War Department orders for duty at 
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MISS EDNA MAY PHILLIPS 
Expression 
MISS THELMA AILEEN HARALSON 
Voice 
Graduate in Voice, Ouachita College, 191 0 ; 
Special Student of Wm. Clair Hall, Summers 
of 1 91 2- 1 91 3-1 91 4 ; Ouachita College since 
1910. 
Hardin College, Mexico, Mo.; 8.0., Steph-
ens College, Columbia, Mo. ; Graduate, Emer-
son College of Oratory, Boston. 
17 
f?!LEY Ll. ~ RY 
OU •• t:HIL, jlfH'liSI lJN1\ f\,Ty 
Mtss MAY BELLE MANNING 
Art 
Graduate in Art. Baylor College, 191 1 ; 
Student of Eisenlohr and Ray of Dallas, and 
Punch of Chicago; Student, Kansas City Art 
Institute; Teacher of Art; Cumberland College, 
1912 to 1914. 
Mtss MARY EotTH WoRK 
Home Economics 
B.S.. Denison University; Two Terms of 
Johns Hopkins Hospital Training School ; 
Graduate and Post-Graduate of New York 
Chautauqua School; Ouachita College smce 
1913. 
18 
MRs. loA PHILLIPS 
MISS MATTIE OPHELIA WHITE 
Piano and Harmony 
Graduate in Piano with hon'Jr, Ouachita 
College, 1911 ; Special Student of Emil Lieb-
ling. Summer 191 I ; Special Student of Gus-
tav Becker, Summer 1914; Ouachita College 
since 1912. 
Matron Young Ladies' Home, Ouachita 






ALF'RED W. TATUM, A.B., Booneville, Arkansas 
"Two stars keep not their motion in one sphere." 
President Dramatic C lub 191 5; President Se-
nior Class 19 1 5; President Wallis Baraca Class 
1914; President Athletic Association 1915; Best 
Drilled Cadet 1914; First Lieut. Co. "A" 1915; 
Alternate Ouachita-Centenary Debate 1915; 
Vice President Debating Council 1915; Sub on 
Varsity Football Team 1914. 
22 
AMY ARNOLD, A.B., Texarkana, Arkansas 
"She acts like a Prep 
But looks like a Queen 
When she takes the step 
Of the Lady Dean." 
Entered Ouachita 1912; Vice President Se-
nior Class 1915; Vice President Alpha Kappa 
1914; Secretary Athletic Association 191 5; 
Member Ouachitonian Staff 1915; President Al-
pha Kappa Society 1915. 
LEWIS W. AMJS, )R., A.B., Little Rock, 
Arkansas 
"Opporlunilies make us kncwn lo ourselves and 
olhers." 
Enlered Ouachila 1909; Hermesian Decla-
mation Representative 1910; Alternate Ouachita-
Texas Debate 1912; Member Ouachitonian Staff 
1912; Hermesian Orator 1912; President H er-
mesian Society 1915. 
flRKA DE LPHI A 
1 9 
23 
EvANGELINE RoBERTS, A.B., Stiilwell, Oklahoma 
"A little Fiddle-a little Art, lots of Literature 
and she won his heart." 
Entered Ouachita 1912; Vice President Co-
rinnean Society 1914; President Corinnean So· 
ciety 1915; Member Ouachitonian Staff 1915. 
RR ~ANSAS 
15 
l~llflliJ i llli~l~l [£1~1 
H. A. BALL, A.B., Monette, Arkansas 
"It is easier to be wise for others than for our· 
selves:· 
Entered Ouachita 1913; President Ministeria.l 
Association 1914; President B. Y. P. U. 1915; 
President Wallis Baraca Cia$$ 1915; Vice Pres· 
ident Philomathean Society 1915. 
24 
FRANCES ALEXA FLETCHER, A.B. and B.M. in 
Voice, Augusta, Arkansas 
.. Fairest of all things fair on earth is virtue:· 
Entered Ouachita 1912: Member Ripples 
Staff 1914; President Y. W. C. A. 1914: Pres· 
ident Corinnean Society 1915; Delegate from 
Corinnean Society to A. F W. C. 1915. 
ARt<.ANSAS 
15 
BEN L. BRtDCES, A.B., Pine Bluff, Arkansas 
'Traitor-in Senior Social Circle." 
Entered Ouachita 1911; Winner Inter-So-
ciety Oratorical Contest 1914; Winner m 





MARGARET MooRE, B.M. in Piano, Arkadelphia, 
Arkansas 
"Music washes away from the soul the dust of 
every day life." 
Entered Ouachita 1912; Vice President of 
Alpha Kappa Society 1915; Secretary Senior 
Class 1915; A.B. Junior. 
j. M. CAMP, A.B., A rlcadelphia, Arkansas 
"More dry wit than any fellow in school." 
E ntered Ouachita 1912; Vice President Phi-
lomathean Society 1915; Member of R ipples 
Staff 1915; Class H istorian 1915. 
26 
WtLLIAM A. CuMMI NGS, A.B., Prim, Arkansas 
"Few things are impracticable in themselves; 
and it is for want of application. rather 
than of means. that men fail of success." 
Entered Ouachita 1909; Alternate in Oua-
chita-Union Debate 1915. 
CI.ARENCE HooPER, A.B., Lockesburg, Arkansas 
"All girls are weak and shallow minded." "Mal 
entendre." 
Entered Ouachita 1911; Editor-in-Chief 
Ouachitonian 1915; President Philomathean So-
ciety 1914; President Ministerial Assoeiation; 
Winner in Ouachita-Baylor Debate 1914; Cap· 
tain Company "A" 1914-15; President Debat· 
ing Council 1914-15; Winner in Ouachita-Cen· 
tenary Debate 1915. 
ARK ADELP HIA 
1 9 
27 
IvA WAITERS, A.B., Haynesville, Louisiana 
"The greatest ambition entirely conceals itself, 
when it finds that what it aspired to is 
unallainable.'' 
Entered Ouachita 1913; Winner in Alpha 
Kappa Essay Contest 1914; President Alpha 
Kappa Society 1915. 
WttUAM HowARD LYON, A.B., Warren, Ark. 
"Admiring, once he ventured in 
But hasn't the courage to venture again." 
Entered Ouachita 1912; President Philoma-
thean Society 1915; Vice President Wallis 
Baraca Class 1915; Member Ouachitonian 
Staff 1915. 
28 
VIVIAN Hu1E, B.M. in Piano, Arkadelphia, 
Arkansas 
"A Senior in name, a Junior at heart, 
From her own true love, she will not depart." 
Entered Ouachita 1913; Vice President Cor-
innean Society 1915. 
CHESTER MuNN, A.B., Arkadelphia, Arkansas 
"He was poetically inclined 
For optimism filled his mind, 
Using pictures as a tool 
He was the biggest grafter in school." 
Entered Ouachita 1912; Member noted Var· 




LuCILE TuRNER, A.B., Pittsburg, Texas 
"One who never doubted school would dose, 
But counted the days in her repose; 
She ••iews their toil with no alarm 
'Cause electric power could run a farm." 
Entered Ouachita 1912; Vice President Alpha 
Kappa Society 1914; Member Ripples Staff 
1913-14-15; Delegate from Alpha Kappa So-
ciety to the A. F. W. C. 1915. 
HucH D. MoRTON, A.B., Arkadelphia, Ark. 
'"Not what we give, but what we share, 
For the gift without the giver is bare.'" 
Entered Ouachita 1911 ; President Baraca 
Class 1911; Winner Ouachita-Baylor Debate 
1913; Member Ripple~ Staff 1913-14-15; 
President Ouachita Oratorical Association 1913-
'14; President Ministerial Association 1914; 
President H. L. S. 1914-15. 
30 
RoBERT CARPENTER, B.M. in Piano. Arkadel-
phia, Ark. 
'"Nic(kels)hols goes only so far in keeping up 
her Car(r)." 
Entered Ouachita 191 3; Vice President 
A lpha Kappa Society 1914; President Alpha 




GtORCE W. PREDDY, A.B., Camden, Arkansas 
"He keeps the book store and money a lot, 
And admires all the girls whom he sees, 
But a married man's life is sometimes 'hot,' 
Must beg his wife's forgiveness on tired knees.'' 
Re-entered Ouachita 1914; Member Philo-
mathean Society. 
31 
ALEXANDER McPHERSON, A.B., Arkadelphia, 
Arkansas 
"The more a man denies himself, the more he 
shall receive from Heaven." 
Entered Ouachita 1912. 
RRI'\A NS A S 
1 ..5 
Wn.LtAM SPENCER Fox, B.S .. Pine Bluff, Ark. 
"Self love is the greatest of Ratterers." 
Entered Ouachita 1912; President H. L. S. 
1915; Business Manager of the Ouachitonian 
1915; Battalion Qm. and Com. 1915. 
32 
ELIZABETH CHAPMAN AUTREY, B.M., Colum-
bus, Arkansas 
( 
"Coachess of Ouachita College}' 
Entered Ouachita 1912; Vice President of C. 
L. S. 1914; President C. L. S. 1915; Vice 
President Junior Class 1914; Member Oua· 
chitonian Staff 1914; Yell Leader 1915; Editor-
in-Chief Ouachitonian 1915. 
WtLUAM RtLEY BROOKSHER, ]R., A.B., Fort 
Smith, Arkansas 
"Lillie but important." 
Entered Ouachita 1912; President Sophomore 
Class 1912- 13; President Junior Class 1913- 14; 
President Hermesian Society 1914; Member of 
Varsity Football 1913- 14; Business Manager 
Ouachitonian 1914; Winner Doyle Ripples 
Medal 1914; Editor-in-Chief Ripples 191S; 




A NN IE Lou CARCILE, S.M. in Voice, Post· 
Graduate in Piano, Arkadelphia, Ark. 
"We seldom praise any but those who heartily 
admire us." 
Entered Ouachita 1910; B.M. Piano, Ouach· 
ita Conservatory 1914; President Alpha Kappa 
Society 1915. 
DALE McGEE, B.S., Arkadelphia, Arkansas 
"Live while you live," I would say, 
"And seiz.e the pleasures of the present day ." 
Entered Ouachita 10'2; Member of Her-
mesian Society; Clas~· ; oe t 1915. 
. I 
34 
ANNIE LoE McALLISTER, B.S .. Waynesboro, 
Mississippi 
"P-ure al hear I. 
A-nd desiring al heart, 
T-o win a heart.'' 
Entered Ouachita in 1912; Manager of 
Basket Ball Team 1912; Vice President of C . 
L. S. 1914; Member of Ripp les Staff 1914- 15; 
President of C. L. S. 1915. 
CHARLES F. WILKINS. B.S .• Arkadelphia, Ark. 
") endeavor lo make circumstances submit to me, 
and not to submit myself to circum· 
stances." 
Entered Ouachita 1910; Winner of Medal 
at Track Meet 1911; President Wallis Baraca 
Cla55 1915; President Philomathean Society 
1915; Captain Company "B" 1915; Member 
Ripples Staff 1915. 
35 
Jl_OPERT F. NANI\'EY, A.B., Bruno, Arkansas 
"All our qualities both good and bad are un-
certain, dubious and at the mercy of op· 
portunity." 
Entered Ouachita 1QQ9; President Minis-
terial Association 191> ~ 1ember Philomathean 
Society. 
MARY ANDERSON, Piano, Arkadelphia, Ark. 
"A @irl whose playing you enjoy as well along 
with 'reel' life as well as in 'real' life.'' 
Entered Ouachita 1913; Member Alpha 
Kappa Society; Orchestral Accompanist. 
36 
SALLIE BARROW, P iano, Ozan, Arkansas 
"Girls look out and see if Mr. Mitchell ts 
coming." 
Entered Ouachita 1910; Member Alpha 
Kappa Society; Superintendent of Practice 1915. 
f ] l~llfillJillli~l~lf!]a ~] 
RuBY MIDDLEBROOK, Piano, Hope, Arkansas 
"j-ust a tiny heart that 
E-nten into all things, 
B-elieving only in O ne."' 
Entered Ouachita 1911; Member Ouachiton· 
ian Staff 1912-13-14; President Ouachita 
Chmtian Association 1914 ; President Alpha 





loA MAE WESTBROOK, Piano, M cNei l, Ark. 
"Not blooms. but in the 'Bud.' " 




LUCILE FosTER CARROLL, Piano and Expres· 
sion, Spearsville, Louisiana 
"How can we expect that another should keep 
our secret, when it is more than we can 
do ourselves?" 
Entered Ouachita 1912; Vice President 
Alpha Kappa Society 1914. 
38 
AETHEL GLENN KtRKLAND, Expression, Plum-
merville, Arkansas 
"'And still she's with us." 
Entered Ouachita 1913; Graduated with hon· 
ors in Piano, Central College 1913; Member 
Alpha Kappa Society; B.M. in Piano, Ouach-
ita Conservatory 1914. 
ALMA LEE BROWN, Expression, Arkadelphia, 
Arkansas 
"Here is a field open to talent- here merit will 
have certain favor-and industry its due 
reward. 





MARIE LovE, Piano and Expression, Mountain 
Home, Arkansas 
"A Freshman and a Senior; now what do you 
think of that?" 
Entered Ouachita 1913; Vice President Dra-
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DOROTHY McNUTT, Expression, Arkadelphia, 
Arkansas 
"The girl that Rob beals (Roberts)." 
Entered Ouachita 1912; Member Ripples 





YtVIAN DowNs, Expression, Bodcaw, Arkansas 
'The hope to joy is lillie less in joy, than hope 
enjoyed." 
Entered Ouachita 1914; Member Alpha 
Kappa Society. 
f ] l~llf.ffiJillll~l~I8::J 0 1 
CARMETA BROADUS SANDERS, Art, Pine Bluff, 
Arkansas 
"Sad, sad, sad to relate, 
Carmela too many onion• ate. 
Runt he didn't likem no more, 
Took his hat and went out the door." 
Entered Ouachita 1914; Graduate in Domes-
tic Science 1914; Member Ouachitonian Staff 
191S; Vice President Alpha Kappa Society 
191S. 
41 
GRACE BusSELL, Art, Arkadelphia, Arkansas 
"Turn ips, turnips by the peck, 
She is the joker of the deck." 




FRANCIS CRoss, Home Economics, Pine Bluff, 
Arkansas 
"A star in the Belles of Blackville." 
Entered Ouachita 1914; Member Alpha 
Kappa Society; Doo-oo-dle Dee. 
42 
BEss BussELL, Home Economics, Arkadelphia, 
Arkansas 
"Bonne et belle assez.'' 




LULA GoDDARD, Home Economics, Hart£ord, 
Arkansas 
"Oh, Pauline, isn't it just lovely to ride in a 
big Brown Car!'' 
Entered Ouachita 1912; Member Alpha 
Kappa Society. 
43 
ELEANOR NEVILLE GRANBERRY, Home Eco-
nomics. Cabot, Ark. 
"Now I am ready to encounter a hungry man." 
Entered Ouachita 1913; Member Alpha 
Kappa Society. 
44 
·~ , . 
Lt~ht Be~Lns To Do.wn. 
JUNIORS 
45 
BERNIE s. HARCIS, A.B. 
Now Bernie is our football star, 
But hear this liule truth: 
This dazzling star shines brighter far 
Beside his liule Ruth. 
SALUE Lou WtLSoN, A.B. 
When you're in trouble 
And go to Sallie Lou 
She sure will make it bubble. 
No maHer what you do. 
DELLA McKNtCHT, A.B. 
There wu a gentle liule maid 
Until Jordan came along; 
The price of childhood then she paid, 
Her heart, alas, was gone. 
UCYE MANAHAN, A.B. 
If Lacye were to lose her heart 
Some sentimental hour. 
Love with its gentle patient art 
\Vould dominate her bower. 
EuNICE BuNCH, A.B. 
If Eunice closed her mouth forever, 
How sad would be the day. 
Yet Ruby's head would ache no, never; 
With the words she ceased to say. 
H ENRY E. PETERS, A.B. 
46 
Two maidens mel a noble man-
H E. Peters was his name. 
Their mollo: "Get him if you can!" 
They lost. Now who's the blame? 
l"•llJli~ iIi i•lii ERI 
Eo SHUGART, B.S. 
If Ed Shugart can a Junior be, 
He owe$ it all to fate, 
If he in French can malce an E. 
'Tis marvelous to relate. 
EDNA WESTALL, A.B. 
"Stone walls do not a prison make,'' 
Nor Ouachita bricks a jail. 
For junior privileges to take, 
She's never known to fail. 
joHN ABRAHAM, B.S. 
How large young men, small maida admire, 
T is hard to understand. 
Yet 'tis the story of our football star, 
The fates, it so demand. 
ESTHER AUTRY, A.B. 
When two brown eyes a bright light saw, 
The owner's heart beat faster. 
In fact it went beyond the law, 
And Roy was its master. 
SAM DuDLEY, A.B. 
Now Sam has dreamed for three long years 
Of his A.B. degree. 
But then that Chemistry appears, 
And puts him up a tree. 
LEONA McLtNN, A.B. 
47 
In 1913 came Miss McLinn 
To this fair Southern College, 
But fate has sent her red-haired Jim 
To shine more bright than knowledge. 
ARKADELPHIA 
19 
THoMAs H uRLEY joRDAN, A.B. 
When Mr. jordan stands erect, 
His sermons to deliver, 
There·$ none his truthfulness reject, 
His words remain forever. 
PAULINE EDWARDS, A.B. 
When Pauline came into our town, 
For no boy would she tarry. 
But tell me now, does she love Brown, 
Or is she fooling Harry? 
]AMl:S IRVINC CoSSEY, A.B. 
When Cossey leads the yell• al games, 
His voice is strong and deep. 
But when he·, talking to the dame1, 
lfs always low and sweet. 
OscAR M. STALLINGS, A.B. 
In a lillie dried up man, 
We 6nd a powerful mind. 
For ever since the world began 
Surprises do we 6nd. 
RosE DEws, S.M. 
Whene·er the whistle blow• at four, 
We 6nd her on the court. 
For nothing e·er delights her more 
That basket ball for sport. 
R. VoYT HtLL, A.B. 
48 
Did Cod make "Hills" to bless this "earth" 
Or just to cause fatigue? 
If for the former was their birth, 
Sure once he did renigue. 
ARKADELPHIA 
19 
HENRY J. RICHARDSON, A.B. 
He looks at women once a year, 
But never dares to smile. 
She'll love me, is his greatest fear, 
But he's missed it many a mile. 
NELLA jAMESON, B.M. 
Now early on one April morn', 
Fair Nella went a fish in·. 
But then there came an awful storm, 
So Nella's still a wishin'. 
J. FLOYD FtSH, B.S. 
The "Little Minnow" swims so slow 
You'd think him easy caught. 
But when a line you outward throw 
You miss the thing you sought. 
jAMES L. BLAKENEY, A.B. 
Mr. Blakeney is a man 
Of earnest thought and work. 
And thru life's narrow little span, 
His task ne'er did he shirk. 
MARJORIE MULUNS, A.B. 
When Marjorie goes to Nella's 
She goes the boys' walk. 
But not to see the fellows. 
Nor to gentlemen to talk. 
HARRY BRYAN REAVES, A.B. 
49 
There's one young man so exalted 
That he thinks ladies very small. 
Bvt sometimes he'll be halted, 





B. S. HARGIS ......................... .............. ..................... .. .. .................................................. .......... .................. President 
SALLIE Lou WILSON ................................................................. ........................................... Vice President 
D ELLA McK NIGHT ..... ................................................................... ........................................ .............. Secretary 
H. E. PETERS ............................. ................................. ............................................................................ Treasurer 
"To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the heaven." 
Verily, verily, we cry unto you that not every one that toileth over English, Latin 
and Chemistry, attendeth chapel every morn, and stayeth away from picture shows to 
burn the mid-night oil, doth appear upon our Junior roll. But only he that doeth the 
will of Lile, Stevenson and Grice. Great has been the burden which they have placed 
upon us, but as we sow, so shall we also reap. Behold the present Juniors. They 
toil and also do they spin. And I say unto you, that not a Senior in all his wisdom 
is arrayed like one of these. 
We lift up our eyes to the faculty from whence cometh our help. They shall 
not suffer our feet to wander in the paths of ignorance but crown all our efforts with 
wisdom. Their word is a lamp unto our feet and a light unto our path. For he that 
follows their instructions shall never be likened to the fool which built his house upon 
the sand. But having drunk deep of the fountain of knowledge we shall be well pre-
pared to step next year into the ranks of Seniors. Thus having willingly inclined our 
ears to the teaching of our professors, successful will be the results thereof. 
Laziness and idleness have tempted us, yet we have not erred from the paths of 
the learned. The sun does not rival our brightness by day or the moon by night, 
"For wisdom is better than rubies; and all the things that may be desired are not to 
be compared to it." 
All things shall pass away, and all things ~hall become new. Thus pass out the 
Juniors of 1915 to arise anew as the Seniors of 1916. They shall be like a tree 
growing by the river of knowledge. And by their fruits shall ye know them, for a 
good tree beareth good fruit and that abundantly. Until the joys of graduation com-
pass us, we shall strive to walk in the way of our worthy successors, beckoning always 
to the undergraduates as they strive onward to fill the ranks we leave behind. 
And now, Seniors, when the gates of College life have closed upon you, know 
that the Juniors shall honorably fill the places you leave vacant and by their handiwork 
declare the glory of a greater Ouachita. 
AMEN. 
50 
























UR YEAR as Sophomores has truly been both pleasant and prontable. We 
have perhaps the smallest class in school, but we are not ashamed of that, for 
select groups are usually small. We have been loyal to our colors and have 
"stuck" together in everything, realizing that " In union there is strength." 
Some of our_mcmbcrs have become so prominent in all the literary issues of college life, 
that if one did not know how they were classified, they would be considered Juniors 
or Seniors. In the coming years, when we are enjoying the privileges of Juniors or 
Seniors and looking forward to the life we are to live in the:: world, we will often look 
back with pleasure upon our past joys and achievements as Sophomores. We will not 
waste our time in vain regrets, however, and the Juniors and Seniors may rest assured 
that Ouachita's reputation will not decline, when we take their places. 
I t is remarkable how last year's Freshmen have "hopped on." We have plunged 
into the dangers, been exposed to all the various phases of college life, which are be-
ginning to "Take." We do not think they will prove fatal, as Jim Lowdermilk has 
discovered an effective antidote in Chemistry II. No more are we in mortal agony, 
when called upon in the class room, or society hall. No more do we shake m our boots 
when we appear before a member of the faculty. We are really getting quite daring. 
Our President can rise to the point of order with alarming perseverance and the other 
officers are equally efficient. The literary societies have discovered the fountains of 
knowledge, and our members have risen to the greatest heights in them possible for any 
one except a Senior to obtain. Our support on the "Ripples" and "Ouachitonian" 
is equally indispensable. 
Ouachita College would lose half of its reputation in losing Jim Lowdermilk. 
Biology Laboratory would lose half of its interest, if V irgil McAlister did not create so 
much enthusiasm by his zeal and progress in the subject. "Happy" Townsend, on 
his stool by Prof. Mac's desk, is assistant teacher of Analytics and Nat Dyer and 
Flave Carpenter are of pecuniary value in keeping the college supplied with crayon. 
Guy Fowlkes, the class musician, is likely to become world-famous. His oratorical 
powers, trained in the school of Colonel Gilbert Walden. are also pronounced, winning 
for him the Hermesian medal. Our girls are fewer, but equally as useful. inspiring 
the boys in the noble aspirations. Merle McK inney and H erman Huie have started 
a paper edited in Prof. Mac's room, that is destined to rival the "Atlantic Monthly." 
Lucille Moore has enticed one of the renowned Seniors by her charms. 
We are looking forward to next year with great expectation and pleasure. 
Ouachita's Juniors will be as widely known as Ouachita's football team, if we make 
as much progress as we have made this year. To the Freshmen, we will bequeath all 
false pride, possibly possessed by us. as all Sophomores are supposed to be endowed 
with a lightly enlarged head. Our only caution is that they be careful not to increase 
their legacy. W e enter upon our career as modest and unassuming Juniors and look 









LOWOE.RMII..K CAvv-rHOf'l OYER 
Sophomore Officers 
President ............................................ .............................................................. ........... .... VIRGIL McALISTER 
Vice President ................ ................. ..... .................... ....................................... ................. .]AMES LOWDERMILK 
Secretar_y ............................................................................................. ........................................ HARRY CAWTHON 
Treasurer ............. ....................... ............................................................. NAT D YER 
CLASS FLOWER: Marechal Neil Rose 
CLASS CoLORS: Yell ow and Black 


















The Freshman Chronicle · 
I}HE WORD Freshman is of anc1ent origin. It comes from the old Chinese, "() ~ S !~"~'. heavenly blessed," and "y"~'HX, organization." The Great Order of the Freshmen was organized by Confucius. in Y. Z. 13, as a brunt 
for the college world's conventional humor down through the ages. As com-
pensation for this, however, Ying Kio Ching, god of wisdom, took IT under his edu-
cated wing and endowed IT with many celestial gifts. 
Our particular Freshman Cla~s has an amount of geniuses even greater than usual, 
to say nothing of the brawn and beauty represented. 
Our very flower- the American Beauty-is symbolical. We organized on the 
thirtieth of October, and have flourished like the Biblical bay tree. 
Our first public performance was on December the Sth. when the whole college 
did stunts for the Ouachitonian. Despite the Seniors, who attended our cla~s meetings 
and sat, figuratively speaking, on everything we suggested doing, we produced a high 
class comedy. B. T. Washington Jones rivaled Demosthenes in eloquence, and surely 
Spencer's classic epithilamion never brought tears to the eyes like "Miss Mattison's" 
"Yiddish W edding Song." 
So much for dramatic talent. We turn now to "Brule strength." Three day~ 
later we mel the Sophomores and defeated them 14-0 . Now, cold print could never 
describe the rush, the su~pense, the joy, of a football game, so we leave this space to 
be filled by the reader's imagination. 
On the I 3th we met the combined Junior-Senior team. For full particulars ask 
them; we hate to brag. And, lest all this be forgotten by posterity. a big crimson and 






WE are also great in the realm of discovery- that is we DJould be great if every-
thing hadn't already been discovered. For instance, our friend Mr. Flannigin unearthed 
gravity. H e did it just as surely as Mr. Newton could have, and his method was far 
more simple and convincing to the onlookers. 
H e merely tipped his chair to an ob-
tuse angle: this is the result. 
Freshman music, as M r. Clemens would have said, is better than it sounds. We 
furnish the most harmonious part of the Orchestra. and we form the very back-bone of 
the Glee Club. Sceptics are invited to come and hear the Freshman boys render Poe's 
"Bells." 
And so, down through all the arts and sciences, but ut diximus supra: we hate to 
brag, so we close by modestly remarking: 
RAMSEY 
"We believe, that if we try 
W e'll be Seniors bye and bye." 
M1~4!J HALL Ma'C!tt;, TURNER. 
Freshman Officers 
HYA"TT 
H. H. RAMSEY..... ...... ..... ............ ...... .................................. . ............ ............... President 
M1ss LoUISE HALL ..................................................................... .' ................. ........ .. ............ .Vice President 
M1ss RuTH TuRNER ............ ................................................................... ..................... .. ........... Secrelar:y 
BENJAMIN HYATT ................... - ......................... ................................................................... Treasurer 
CLASS FLOWER: American Beauty Rose 
CLASS CoLORS: Red and White 
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Prophesy of the Preps 
MAUDE B. BIGGERS 
11 PON LEAVI NG school and bidding farewell to my classmates of 1920, I :-vent to ~he far East to serve as a tc~cher in t~e schools. Being so far aw~y, 1t was d1fficult for me to keep up w1th my fnends. But des1rous of knowmg their whereabouts, I went to the Mughreby (Magician) who was able through 
his magical power to convey to others any information which they desired for the small 
sum of five madjidies. I did not believe in witchcraft, but upon entering the low 
thatched cottage, I felt the magical power of the Mughreby envelop me. 
After telling him my mission and paying him the desired fee, he wafted his 
magical wand over me and held before me the curiously shaped box which he placed 
in my hands. He uttered, "Hokus Pokus Presto Change" and the lid flew open. At 
first the brilliancy of its contents blinded me but after a few moments, I discovered that 
it consisted of numerous stones of all colors and sizes which glittered before me. I 
gazed in wonder and ecstasy into a land of indescribable magnificence. 
Suddenly there flashed before me visions of splendor which took definite form 
in well known places and people. I at once found myself being received into the 
White House by the butler whom I recognized to be Dempsey Pittman. He whispered 
to me that his old friend Monte was now President of the United States and was 
almost as popular a bachelor President as Buchanan. President Brooksher greeted me 
with his usual smile and introduced me to his intimate friend and Secretary of State. 
Leonard Culbertson who was more fortunate than he, for he had wedded his first 
sweetheart, Miss Clyde Dunn. The President told me what success Henry and 
Thomas Gray were making as Ambassadors to Germany and France in behalf of 
upbuilding International affairs. As our conversation drifted on, they told me of the 
Reverends, Murphy, R ector, Greene, Ward and Suggs who were civilizing the Congo 
States. 
The next scene presented to my view was the Metropolis of America, New York 
City. While rushing through the crowded streets, I noticed the Billboard at the 
Cosmopolitan Theatre. I was very much surprised to see the names of Fraulein 
Streibich and Mademoiselle Cargile, featured as the greatest ballet dancer and Prima 
Donna in America. D esirous to see what they had accomplished I purchased a ticket 
and who should usher me in but Milton Cornell? 
After the performance I noticed that the crowd on the street was wild with 
excitement. Upon asking a policeman the cause, I recognized the gruff voice of Fred 
Brenner who ejaculated that Coach Welch's team of Harvard had defeated Coach 
Andrew's team of Yale in the annual Thanksgiving game. 
As I scrambled through the crowd trying to wend my way to the hotel, I noticed 
a small crowd of women assembled around a platform and I heard the speaker declaim-
ing to the top of her voice, "vote for me, and I'll give you justice." To my surprise, 
I beheld Ella O'Neal who had reached the climax of speech as candidate for Mayor. 
At the next instant she was seated and her opponent, Bertha Prichard, was announced 
as next speaker. 
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In the cafe, I was fortunate to sit at a table with Rodney Horton who had 
acquired the art of extracting radium and had won both fame and fortune. He in-
troduced me to his charming bride, Mrs. Horton, nee Eunice Pitman, who proudly 
related to me how Rodney had broken his engagement with Macye Pete because she 
would not give up cats. She informed me that Macye Pete had recently erected a 
home in Southern Georgia for the accommodation of dogs and cats. 
At this moment my illusion was broken by the Mughreby who exclaimed that I 
had already gotten more than my money's worth and he hastily uttered an incantation 
which closed the lid of the little magical box and all its gorgeous splendor from my view. 
\ 
MR. BROOKSHER MISS STREIBICH MISS Z ELLARS MR WELCH 
Preparatory Officers-
President ......... ............ ... ..................................................................... ...................... : ....... MONTE BROOKSHER 
Vice PresidenL ... .................................... ......... ................................................. CAROLYN STREIBICH 
Secretary ....................................................................................................................... MACYE P ETE ZELLARS 
Treasurer ............................................................................................................................... .]AMES R. WELCH 
CLASS CoLORS: Blue and White 
CLASS MOTTO: Safety First 











B. A STOVALL, P rincipal 
ll UACHITA Business College is a department of Ouachita College owned and operated by the Baptists of the State. Every student who enters this depart-ment not only gets the same benefits that he would derive from a first-class business college, but he also has the benefits of college environment. So in 
coming to this school he is coming where he gets the best to be offered in the way of 
a business education, and also helps support Christian Education. 
The Business D epartment is located on the first floor of the main building. Only 
recently it was remodeled and furnished with all the modern equipments of a high class 
business college. This department is under the supervision of Mr. Stovall, a man of 
splendid ability and one who has always shown himself ready and eager to do anything 
to promote the welfare of his students. Since he has been connected with this depart-
ment, it has grown wonderfully and many proficient young men and women are going 
out to fill positions of responsibility. 
B esides the advantages the Business Department offers, all students are at liberty to 
join the literary societies, participate in the college athletics and take work in the con-
servatory. With the environment that surrounds the O uachita Business Student, naturally, 





OR many years. Ouachita Conservatory of Music and Fine Arls has held an enviable 
reputation among the Southern Colleges for its high standard of excellence in allainment. 
lis pr~rams and presentations ha,·e been of the best; its graduates have gone forth to 
become teachers and have greatly added to the glory of the mstitution. 
The reputation of the school bids fair to be increased this year. Several new mem· 
b•rs have been added to the facuhy and new departures have been taken along various lines. Needless 
to say these have been successful through the untiring efforts of Professor Mitchell. 
Our new teachers and artists this year are: Prof. A. Hosken Strick, who comes to us highly 
recommended from Baylor and who has had the advantages of severa l years under the masters, Voice 
and Pipe Organ; Prof. A. D. McCampbell, Violin, and who has shown his ability in the organi-
l:.ation of the orchestra and the military band; Miss Manning, who presides over the Art room, and 
Miss Phillips, who has d elighted us with a presentation of "The Cricket on the Hearth" by the 
Dramatic Club, and a promise of an even more enjoyable Senior play. In these we have found 
willing and able instructors who have already absorbed enoul!h of the Ouachita spirit to endear 
them to us. 
An enjoyable feature and one the like of which the students have never before had the oppor· 
tunity to witness was the Oratono, "The H oly City.'' given in the Auditorium April 1st. This 
nhorether creditable feature of the year's musical numbers was p roduced under the direction of 




he Glee Club Concert 
Given in Ouachita College Auditorium, 
Thursday Evening, February 4th, 1915. 
PART I 
Two PtANOs- "The Evening" .................................................. ......... .. . .......... Chaminade 
Laura Demsey and Minme Rice 
SoNC CvCLE- "Captive Memories" ...... . ........................... E. Nevin 
PRELUDE-"Love Is the Way to Arcady" 
Recita tive and Chorus 
ADMtRATtON- "Sweetest Eyes \Vere Ever Seen." 
Solo ...................................................... .. • ... ......... Mr. Stride 
ENCHANTMENT- "The Touch of Her Dear Hand." 
Chorus 
DEvoTtON- "These Wild Flowers Fair \Vcre Made Sweet Messenrers."" 
Reading ...... ................ ...... .. .... ....... . ........ .. ....... .......... .. ..................... Miss Edna Phillips 
AsPtRATtON-"Would I Were a Violet." 
Solo ...................................................... . 
SERENADE- "In the Soft Still Night." 
Solo ............................................. .. ... . 
ENTREATY-"Abide With Me." 
Chorus 
MIIRRtAC£- "1 \Viii Thy Lot and Portion Share." 
Reading .. .. ........................................... . 
....................................... Mr. Strick 
............. .... . ....... ..... Mrs. W. N. Adams 
.......... .. .............. Miss Edna Phillips 





.... ... ... .... ......... Mrs. W. N. Adams 
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Ouachita Dramatic Club 
OFFICERS 
Pr~sident ........... . .............. ALFRED TATUM Corresponding s~crelory .............. ALMA BROWN 
Recording Secretary ................ LUCILE CARROLL Treasuref ............................. DoROTHY McNuTT 
Vice President ................ ........... MARIE Lovt Director ............. ...... ....... Mtss EDNA PHtLUPS 
The Ouachita Dramatic Club was organiz.ed in 1913 by Miss Winifred Barnes and has con· 
tinued to grow until its present stage of excellence has been reached under the careful direction of 
Miss Edna Phillips. At first the dub was confined to Juniors and Seniors, but now the under class· 
men who study expression are allowed to join also. 
Aside from the ''Famous Author Pro~rams'' given every month, the Dramatic Club has given 
''The Cricket on the Hearth.'' by Charles Dichns, and a very entertaining Minstrel. both of which 
were personally directed by Miss Phillips. Several other plays are being practiced for the spring. 
"The Cricket on the Hearth'' was one of the best plays the Dramatic Club has ever presented. 
The star parts were played by James Bridges as "john Perrybingle.'' Alfred Tatum as "Caleb 
Plummer," Harry Daly as "Mr. Tackleton," Lucile Carroll as "Dot Perrybingle" and Helen Cook 
as "May Fielding." 
Much local talent was discovered when "The Belles of Blackville" made their appearance and 
family skeletons were unearthed unmercifully. 
Principals in the Minstrel were: 
Interlocutor- Pauline Edwards. End Men-Gladys Woodyard, Ida Mae Westbrook, Eliz.abeth 
Autrey, Frances Fletcher. Skit- Lucile Carroll, Agnes Cowling. 
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The Belles of Blackville 
Presented by 
THE OUACHITA DRAMATIC CLUB 
Friday Evening, 




Overture ..................... ...... ........... . ............. ........................................................ ..... Belles of Blackville 
Solo--"Doo-oo-dle Dee" 
Melinda Jane Brown- Frances Cross 
Solo--"Sweet Kentucky Lady" 
Solo--Trombone 
Elizabeth Ann Dusty-Eula Borum 
Euphemia Thundercloud- Elizabeth Autrey 
Solo--"Somebody Came and Kissed Me" 
Angelina Snowball & Co.-Mercedes Jones 
Solo--" After the Roses Have Faded Away" 
Martha George Washington- Ruth Goodwin 
Quartette-" Can't You Hear Me Calling, Caroline?" 
Berdie Blenner-Hassett-Ida Mae W estbrook 
Dina Wayback-Giadys Woodyard 
Euphemia Thundercloud- Elizabeth Autrey 
Fannie F unniebone-F ranees Fletcher 
Solo--"D-A-double- D- Y" 
Fannie F unniebone-F ranees F letcher 
Address on Woman's Suffrage-
Mme. Emily Spankher- Jef!ie Mae Hughes 
Solo--"Colored Labor Day Parade" 
Solo- "He Said Good-Night" 
Amelia Primrose-Willie Barrow 
Dinah Wayback-Gladys Woodyard 
PART II 
Sketch-"The Three O'Clock Train" 
Selina Soot- Lucile Carroll 
June Clover- Agnes Cowling 
Chorus- "Good-Night, Ladies" .............................................................. ........ .............. ...... Belles of Blacb,ille 
Jokes by End Men between numbers. 
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Ouachita's Orchestra 
Hail to the Orchestra of 1914, the pride of the Conservatory. 
In September of 1914, a pleasing prospect for a splendid orchestra was manifested. 
There was much capable talent among the students. The buds of this talent were care-
fully tended and nursed by Prof. McCampbell, until the beautiful buds burst into full 
bloom. This flower has scattered its charming perfume of music on many occasions. 
Prof. McCampbell, our capable director, comes to us from Missouri. He has a 
thorough knowledge of the subjects he teaches, being a pupil of Theodore Thomas and 
Ovide Musin. He has for many years been associated with Lyceum and Chautauqua 
work, and we have great confidence in him. He has graciously led us to many a 
victory and we would regret exceedingly to lose him. 
The orchestra furnished the music at several receptions, for the plays produced by 
the Dramatic Club, for the Minstrel and last but not least, for our daiiy Chapel. 
"Music-0! how faint, how weak, 
Language fades before thy spell ! 
Why should feeling ever speak, 
When thou canst breath her soul so well? 
Friendship's balmy words may feign-
Love's are even more false than they; 
Oh! 'tis only music's strain 
Can sweetly smooth and not betray." 
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FFANK W. DAWSON, Lieut. U. S. A. R etired 
Commandant and Profesosr of Military Tactics 
and Science. 
]. I. CossEY. Adjutant 
Corporal Co. A 19 11-12; Sergeant Co. A 1912-
13-14; First Lieut. and Adjutant 1914-IS. 
W. S. Fox, Quartermaster 
Second Lieut. Staff 1914-15. 
A. W. TATUM, First Lieut. Co. A 
Corporal Co. A 1912-13; Sergeant Co. A 1913-
14; First Lieut. Co. A 1914-15. 
C. HooPER, Captain Co. A 
Corporal Co. A 19 12-13; Sergeant Co A 1912-
13; Second Lieut. Co. A 1913-14; Captain Co. 
A 1914-IS. 
C. F. WILKINS. First Lieut. Co. 8 
Corporal Co. 8 1913-14; Sergeant Co. 8 1914; 
First Lieut. Co. 8 1914- IS. 
]. L. BLAKENEY. Second L ieut. Co. 8 
Sergeant Co. 8 1909- 10; Second Lieut. Co. 8 
1914-IS. 
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TH£ NoN-COMMISSIONED OFFICeRs 
TH£ Ou~CHITA s~ND 
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The Ouachita Battalion 
The Annual Federal Inspection of the Cadets at Ouachita College this year will 
be held on April 19th. We copy below a portion of the Inspection report for last year. 
It speaks for itself. 
"Dr. Jameson, the new executive head of the college, is in favor of the military 
department and is supporting it in every way. 
"Conditions at this institution are very satisfactory, and excellent work is being 
accomplished, which will increase in value as the institution develops, as it promises to do. 
"The inspection consisted of a battalion review, inspection and drill, together with 
various company drills. 
"Condition of uniforms. arms and equipments was satisfactory and, with but few 
exceptions, excellent. 
"The drills were well executed, showing a proper degree of training." 
7fl 
H. L. LAUBACH, 























A Monthly Magazine Published by 
The Literary Societies 
of 
OUACHITA COLLEGE 
The Ripples is the official organ of college life and student activity at 
Ouachita. The staff is composed of eight members. two from each society, 
who are elected each year to fill ·the various department positions. It appears 
seven times during the year and is about to complete its twenty-fourth success-
ful volume. 
THE STAFF 1914-15 
Editor-in-Chief .................................................................................... W. R. BROOKSHER, ]R. 
Athletics ......... .. ....................................................................................... ... CHARLES F. WILKINS 
Boof(s and Authors .................................... LUCILE TURNER, D oROTHY McNuTT 
Exchanges .......................................................................................... ANNJE LoE McALLISTER 
Locals .......................................................................... H. D. MORTON, EDNA WESTALL 
/ust For Fun ..................................................................... .. , ............................................ .]. M. CAMP 
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Heahh is the birthright of every individual born into the world. No one can choose the heritage 
with which he starts, but each soon becomes responsible for keeping what is good, for the partial con· 
quest over defects and, in great measure, for the heahh of others. These responsibilities necessitate 
a knowledge of the requirements of health and of all healthful conditions. The environment of each 
individual may make or mar his efficiency. Air, light, water and food are the primary needs in the 
life of a- man; these must be in sufficient quantity and of good quality. 
Civilized man protects his body with clothing and then shuts himself inside a house. The latter 
he wants warmed and lighted at night that he may comfortably prolong his hours of work or pleasure. 
Into this sheller he chooses to bring supplies of food and furnishings to make life possible and profitable. 
All this seems very natural and Simple, but wherever there is life there is death, and the wastes from 
man's processes of life and living are hi& worst enemies. These must be removed promptly and to a 
safe distance; or he must take himself away from them as primitive man did. 
To accomplish this in citiea and towns, where the waate IS greatest becauae of large numbers 







Production of food and food preparation are among the oldest occupations of human life. They 
are still most essential to human well being, for properly prepared food is essential to good health. 
Th..-se and many other subjects which constitute the study of Home Economics are being taken 
up in all high schools and collegea. The youth of the country will finally become the home maker 
and if the principle• of home-making, proper food, clothing and shelter are fixed in the minds of these 
future citi%ens during school yeau when the mind is being developed. better homes will result and 
consequently a higher civilization. 
A practical course in these aubjecls is be1ng studied by a small number of Ouachita girls. We 
began last year with an enrollment of 17 and quite an interest was taken in the work. In spite of the 
"hard t;mes .. this year we have about the same number and have extended the ~oune to three years' 
work instead of two. We are also studying basketry. Much to our relief and comfort, we have had 
one room more given us for serving and social purposes. The interest in the work this year is even 
greater than it was laat year. and we feel that we have made a step forward in spite of all handicaps. 
Most colleges have only a course of high school standard. At present that is all that we can 
pouibly have with our equipment. But we believe that our friends will finally come to our rescue with 
funds, now that the "old debt .. has been paid. and help us raise the standard to the very highest of 
any school of Domestic Science, for we do not want to stop with just high school work, and our 
needs are great. 
M tss MARY EotTH WoRK 
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The Young Ladies' Home 
The above picture is a group of the boarding girls of Ouachita, taken on the front 
steps of the Home. This band of young ladies is composed of girls from all over 
Arkansas and the adjoining states, who have come here with a desire and determina-
tion to prepare themselves for life's work. 
These girls are to Ouachita what rain and sunshine are to the flowers. In every 
activity of any sort the home girls are always at the first and take an active lead. 
The dormitory for the young ladies consists of two separate buildings, the Home 
and the Conservatory, which are joined by a large bridge way. The Home is a large 
brick three stories in height with a roomy porch all around the front. The first floor 
here consists of the dining room, parlors, office and room of Dean of Women, besides 
several girls' rooms. On the second floor is a large corridor on either side of which 
are the girls' apartments. Then our gymnasium occupies the entire third story. 
The Conservatory also affords three floors, the first of which are music rooms and 
the Director's studio; the second is occupied by the girls while the third forms a large 
practice hall. 
The environments of the home are elevating and helpful; life there always being 
jolly, homelike and altogether ideal, making this crowd of our one hundred girls feel 




The Town Girls 
From the very beginning of Ouachita, she has had every reason to be proud of the loyal support 
given her by the people of Arkadelphia. Not only money but what is even more va luable, their sons 
and daughters have been entrusted to Ouachita's tutelage. From year to year as these town students 
have left the high school and have entered Ouachita, they have come with enthusiasm and loyalty to 
the Purple and the Gold. 
Especially is this true of the Arkadelphia girls. We have only to glance back through the past 
records to see what they have done. It is the town girl who comes to the front in the literary society, 
the recitation room, in social and religious life. Of the honor pupils, the ones who have received the 
highest grades throughout their college career. we note with pleasure that a great many of them have 
been town girls. On the Ripples and Ouachitonian staffs, the town girls are earnest workers. In fact 
some one has remarked that it would be a physical impossibility to "run" Ouachita D>ilhoul the town girls. 
There are so many little ways connected with college life in which the town girls are needed. 
In the literary society, for instance, when there is to be a little party or entertainment, the town girl 
upsets her entire house and takes the best of everythin£-rU~s. chairs, china, etc.- to make the party 
a success. 
The town girls of 1915 have kept abreast with their predecessors, and are still striving to live 
up to their motto of "Loyalty and Usefulness." 





















DR. B. B. BAILEY 
Pastor of First Baptist Church 
ArtaJclphio, Art. 
Last September at the opening of another school year, Dr. Bailey came to us. In the few months 
that he has been in our midst he has made himself beloved by all the students and faculty alike. 
With untiring effort and interest he has made every student in Ouachita his personal friend. Never 
has Ouachita had such a pastor to sympathize with her in all her joys and sorrows. 
After Dr. Rogers was called to leave his work here with us, Dr. Bailey has had charge of his 
classes in Bible. Now he is no longer just a "looker on" so far as class room work is concerned, but 
has proved himself to be a competent instructor. All Ouachita students feel thankful that Dr. Bailey 





MOTTO: "We preach not ourselves, but Christ Jesus as Lord, and ourselves as your servants for 
Jesus' sake,"-11 Cor. 4:5. 
Realizing that the preacher for today must be well equipped, and believing that God demands 
the best of his servants, the preacher boys are in Ouachita. That they may train in service as well 
as to acquire knowledge, they maintain the M inisterial Association, an institution exclusively for the 
preacher students of Ouachita. 
The association holds its sessions on Thursday evening of each week. Books and class work are 
forgotten. and the hour is spent in discussing Biblical topics or other vital issues that confront the young 
preacher. In the grind of daily class work, when the student is deeply engrossed in pursuit of her-
culean tasks placed upon him by sympathizing teachers, spirituality often Rows at a low ebb. These 
weekly meetings revive his soul and give him courage to fight his battles with renewed energy. 
Although our number has not been so large as in other years, the year 1914-15 has been a very 
fruitful one for the association. In addition to the helpful programs, the members have enjoyed 
several very uplifting lectures. Our purpose is ever to be better and truer servants of Him whose 
we are. 
PRESIDENT 
H. D. MORTON 
H. A. BALL 
W. A. CuMMINCS 
R. F. NANNEY 
0f'f'ICERS 
VICE PRESIDENT 
FRED H. W ARD 
\V. A. CuMMINGS 
BEN L. BRIDGES 
). W. BRIDGES 
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SECRETARY 
E. L. MA Yf'IELD 
E. s. MIZELL 
c. HOOPER 
w. F. WARREN 
The Berean Class 
Wh~n to town you come a stranger, 
Do not htsitate or linger, 
But immediately come around, 
To the most welcoming place in town. 
The "B~rean Class'' which has form~r 1 y been known as the "Bowers Baraca Class," was organ-
ized February 2 1, 1915. with a membership of forty-six. As everyone knows the lectures and expla-
nations of the Sunday School Lessons by Miss S torts are not only entertaining and instructive, but from 
them the greatest moral and spiritual lessons are obtained. Fresh from her journey to the Holy Land 
she places the scenes vividly before her class, thus making the leasons doubly interesting. The annual 
receptions given through the kindness of Miss Storts are enjoyed by all. All the members of this class 
look forward from Sunday to Sunday and the "Berean Class" bids fair to become one of the most 
powerful and influential or11anizat ions that has ever ta ken part in the Christian life of our Collage. 
The four Presidents for 1914-15 are as foll ows : Dale McGee, L. W. Ames, Jr., James L. 
Blakney. Sam Dudley. 
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The Wallis Baraca Class 
The Wallis Baraca Class continues lo exercise a slrong Christian influence m our sludenl body. 
h co·operales with lhe College m developing ils members inlo well rounded men, menially, physically 
and spiritually. 
We were very forlunale in securing Prof. Owens, of lhe Language Deparlmenl, as our leach~r 
this year. We feel lhal our Christian ideals have been greatly slrenglhened by Prof. Owens' smcere 
and faithful leaching. 
The exceptionally good allendance has manifested the interest which our boys have in this class. 
The well presented lessons and lhe hearly handshakes afler lhe class have served lo bind our class more 
closely logelher in this greal work. 
The four Presidents for 1914- 15 are as follows: A. W. Tatum, C. F. Wilkins, G. W. Preddy 
and H. A. Ball. 
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The Young Women's Christian Association 
The Young Women's Christian Association of Ouachita College is making a deep 
impression upon the home life of the girls, both socially and religiously. It is the com-
mon tie which causes a sweet, unselfish spirit to exist among all the girls. This year an 
unusual thing has happened in the history of the Association. Every girl in the H ome 
and the Industrial Home has become a working member of the 0. C. A. The Asso-
ciation showed its missionary spirit by a gift of half of the yearly dues to the Belgian 
fund. 
By the earnestness of the present staff and the interest of all the girls in the work, 
we feel that next year will be even a more help ful year than this one has been. We 
expect to make the influence now felt in the H ome pervade the whole school. 
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Hermesian Literary Society 
ll N T H A T great epoch of antiquity made immortal by the matchless civilization of old Athens, there lived in myth a great galaxy of gods on Mount Olympus. There were Z eus the powerful. Minerva the wise, Venus the beautiful, Apollo 
the artistic and many others in that great court of immortals. Among the 
number was H ermes who played so many important roles in the drama of the gods. 
He was very resourceful, versatile and virile. H e is immortalized in marble as an 
athletic figure with wings. withal \ery business-like in his mien. He was the ancient 
who ''Carried the Message to Garcia .. , H e was invulnerable and passed thither and 
yon on swift wings of service, loyal to every trust. Emblazoned across his forehead 
was this motto: "Nil Cedendum," which we moderns interpret, "Never Despair." 
In his likeness are the H ermesians o f Ouachita College fashioned, strong of limb, 
alert of mind, always at the service of their college, ready to bear her banner, whethe1 
on the field of athletics or on the form of oratory and argument. And our Motto: 
"Nil Cedendum," imbues each member with the spirit of do or die. All through the 
varying vicissitudes of this organization, whose banner has at times super-ascended those 
of its opponents, while at other times it has trailed in the wake of worthy antagonists, 
Hermesians have never despaired. nor believed that success has failed to crown its 
endeavors whether in victory or defeat. 
IL is not necessary to point out the soldiers of success who received their training 
for the great battle of life in the halls of H ermes. The past is brilliant, its achieve-
ments old in story and legend. Its present is vigorous, its activity surcharged with a 
will to advance. I ts future is as assured as the perpetuity of the spirit that dominates 
its every son. It does not require the clairvoyance of a seer to predict great things for 
the H ermesian Society in the year ahead . H er brilliant young orators, her astute 
scholars. and the general perspicacity of the personnel of her makeup assure the life, 
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Corinnean Literary Society 
President, First T erm ................................................................ ELIZABETH AUTREY 
President, Second T erm .......................... .............................. EvANCELINE ROBERTS 
President, Third T erm ............................ ........................ .... ANNJE LoE McALISTER 
President, Fourth T erm ............ .......... ....................................... FRANCES FLETCHER 
CoLORS: Red and White 
FLOWER: Easter Lily 
Morro: Purity and Womanliness 
II ~E OF the first necessities of_ a college !s a good literary society. .Accord-mgly, the Alpha Kappa Literary Soc1ety was founded for ] umors and Seniors. This society did not reach many of the students that attended 
Ouachita and besides P reparatory years were wasted. For this reason a 
group of girls with Mrs. B lake as chief instructor, organiz'!d the Corinnean Literary 
Society. In a few years the society was no longer a preparatory society but one which 
had gained an equal footing with the older society. 
A friendly rivalry has sprung up between the two societies but only one that 
will quicken the members to the most active work that they are capable of doing. The 
friendly spirit is shown in the annual entertainments which each society gives for the 
other. 
T he Corinnean's have in all the college activities stood in the front ranks, holding 
always to their standard of " P urity and W omanliness." W e are proud of our record, 
of our motto, and of our deeds. We have the strictest parliamentary rules which train 
us for public activity in organizations to be found in later life. Girls cannot help 
but profit by being a member of such a society. 
T his year the society has joined the Arkansas Federation of W oman's Clubs, 
which opens to us new and larger fields for work. The society is in no way changed 
but has only broadened it:::elf. Corinneans have always won their share of the honors 
and the prospects are that they shall in the future. 
As Easter brings God 's purest flower 
An emblem of Christ's soul; 
So may the Corinneans every hour 








Philomathean Literary Society 
CoLORS: Orange and White 
FLOWER: American Beauty Rose 
MoTTO: Nisi Utile est quod facimus stulta gloria est. 
OFFICERS, 1914-15 
Presidents ...........• ....... C. H ooPER, CHARLES W ILKINS, W. H . LYONS, C. M UNN 
Secrelaries .................... .... B. S. HARCIS, ]. M. CAMP, A L. WARD, T. TERRELL 
[I E HAVE reached the stage in the world's development when man cannot afford to confine himself to the narrow limits of some special phase of work, and leave undeveloped within h1mself thl' vast but dormant powers with which 
he has been endowed. The relations existing between the various trades and pro-
fessions of life are too closely interwoven, and the paths of those pursuing these vocations 
too often cross and recross, for man to neglect to reach out and grasp all things that 
tend to broaden the intellect and make life more useful. 
Ouachita College stands above all things for the broadening of her students' 
visions of u~efulness. But not in the class-room alone can this be done. There are 
various organizations within the college, that are calculated to develop to the highest 
degree of efficiency those who are connected with them. Of these the Philomathean 
Literary Society is without a peer. 
The ideals of the Society are the highest in every respect. R ealizing that morality 
no less than intellectuality determines one's success in life, we have incorporated the 
highest ideals of right-living in our Society, and conform to these ideals in our work. 
Philomatheanism is also synonymous with work and preparation for usefulness; 
hence our motto: "Unless what we do is useful our glory is vain." Holding this in 
mind the programs are prepared and rendered in such a way as to develop the student 
that he may be of the greatest possible usefulness in life. 
That Philomatheans are recognized for what they can do is shown by the fact 
that six out of the eight commissioned officers in the Military Department, and five 
members of the 'Varsity Football Team are loyal "Philos." In literary and forensic 
contests they are always at the front. The members of the two debating teams are 
Philomatheans, and ;- on the night of November 21st. when the decision was rendered 
in the Intersociety Oratorical Contest, Bridges, a Philomathean, was found to be the 
wmner. 
The spirit of Philomatheanism does not die with the expiration of the college 
career, and in after life they are found holding the best positions in almost every 
vocation; "Still pursuing, still achieving," always dominated by the spirit instilled in 
them in college days. 
We do not boast, but were it not that history recited the noble deeds of the great 
men of the past, there would be nothing to inspire to nobler actions and greater achieve-
ments. Hence in justice to those who in the future shall uphold the banner of Philo-
matheani!m. we write these words. 
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The A lpha Kappa Literary Society 
T he Alpha Kappa Society has ever striven to maintain the standards 
formulated by the founders of the oldest society in Ouachita College. It is 
the earnest desire of every member, that ' 14-'15 may be considered a mile-
post towards the achievement of the highest aims of the A. K. L. S. For 
the fulfillment of this desire, each of its sixty-two members has given the best 
she possessed to cause "Green and Gold" to live forever in the hearts of its 
followers. 
The literary work of the society has been par-excellent this year. Many 
social functions have been enjoyed. Among these, one of the most pleasant 
was the Reunion and Silver Anniversary, observed in memory of the organi-
zation in 1889. Many of the former members were back to renew friend-
ships among those who hold fond memories of the past, praises of the present 
and anticipations for the future. Those present contributed very generously 
to the free-will offering taken for the purpose of refurnishing the hall. One 
of the greatest movements toward higher standards has been taken recently 
in joining the Arkansas Federation of Woman's C lubs. 
Among the thirty senior girls leaving Ouachita this year, twenty bear 
the stamp of "Beauty and Truth." It is the earnest wish of all the other 
members. that those leaving will discharge their life work in the loyal manner 
in which they have supported their society, ever reflecting honor on the Alpha 
Kappas and dear old O uachita. 
P RESIDENTS OF THE YEAR 
First T erm ............................. .AMY ARNOLD 
Second T erm ....................... J VA W A TIERS 
Third T erm ........ .ANNIE Lou CARGILE 
Fourth T erm ........ .ROBERT CARPENTER 
F LOWER-Marechal Neil Rose 
MoTTo-Beauty and Truth 
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Inter-Society Oratorical Contest 
On the night of Novemb~r 2! st, occurred the Inter-Society Oratorical Contest between th! 
Hermesian and Philomathean Litorary Societies of Ouachita College. The occasion, as is always 
the case, was one of intense enthusiasm. The Hermesians and Corinneans seated on the left, and the 
Philomatheans and A lpha Kappas seated on the ri<ht, keyed to the highest pitch, anxiously awaited 
the bailie of oratory. 
To the new studcr-t it w~s a revelation of th: society spirit and what it means. No one can 
realize what the societies really mean .:ntil he witnesses one of these contests. At the appointed hour 
the contestants, Mr. B. L. Bridges, Philomathean, and Mr. H. D . Morton, Hermesian, arrived on the 
scene amid the cries of ' 'Nil Cidendum" and "Hokie Pokie," the bailie cries of the two societies. 
After some minutes of alternate songs and yells by the two societies the battle began. Mr. 
Bridges, in his masterful way, spoke first on the subject, "The Transitional Epoch." After this 
oration again the battle cries of the Philos were heard to resound. Next, came Mr. Morton, the cham· 
pion of the war song "Nil C:dendum." In his charming way he presented, "Arkansas and Her Varied 
Resources." For the next few minut~s the air was filled with songs and yells. 
Then came the moments of awful suspense. The spokesman of the judges appeared. Complete 
silence reigned. The decis'cn was <nnounced-Mr. Br:d£es had won. C. H. 
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Intercollegiate Debates 
Ouachita can justly boast of her proud career in the realm of intellectual endeavor. 
She has been successful in winning debates. Perhaps the most signal victory was the 
winning of a series of three debates with Baylor University, which closed last year. 
There are two intercollegiate debates on her calendar for the year 1915, and it is the 
purpose of tht> institution to obtain three or more debates next year, and from year to 
year to lay increasing emphasis upon the intellectual side of college life. 
The first debate this year is with Centenary College at Shreveport, Louisiana, and 
will occur on the evening of April the ninth at Shreveport. The subject for debate is, 
" R esolved, that the women of the United States should be given the privilege of Equal 
Suffrage." The debaters chosen to represent Ouachita are Clarence Hooper and B. 
L. Bridges, who will champion the affirmative side of the question. 
The second debate will be with Union University of Jackson, Tennessee, and 
will take place in the Auditorium at Ouachita on the evening of April the twenty-
third. The speakers chosen to represent Ouachita in this debate are T. H. Jordan and 
H. J. Richardson. The subject is "Resolved, that through appropriate legislation a 
minimum wage scale should be put into operation in the United States." The Ouachita 
debaters will defend the negative side of the question. 
Since both debates are yet in the future, what the results will be no one can tell ; 





COACH M. ] ENNINCS 
Coach J ennings has successfully coached the Ouachita Tigers for three 
years. He has built up the football team to the Southern College Champions. 
His athletic record as a professional baseball player is as follows: 
Leland .................................................................................... Independent Ball 
Knoxville ............................................................... Appalachian Association 
Hartford ........................................................................... Eastern Association 
Atlanta ........................................................................... Southern Association 
He is owned by the Washington Americans and is farmed out this year 
to Minneapolis of the American Association. E very one likes Coach ]en~ 
nings, and he is willing to do all he can to help maintain the high standard at 
Ouachita. 
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Athletics at Ouachita 
T OUACHITA COL LECE £n effort is made to five proper direction and encouragement 
to thos~ students who want to take part in Athlet:cs. Of course no student is required to 
play. In promoting Athletics at Ouachita we are following the educational trend of the 
day. Should a parent want to educate his child in a college without Athletics, he would 
find it extremely difficult to discover many colle~es of that class in Amenca. American 
colleges are practically unanimous in the matter of hav:ng athletic departments. The colleges differ 
m the course of study, in methods of discipline. in th~ character of thetr buildings. but practically all 
of them tolerate. and most of them encourage, athletics. Those who are opposed to Athletics mi£ht 
well pause to ask why it is that the colleges of our country, from the Lakes to the Culf and from the 
Pacific· to the Atlantic, emphasize athletic training. 
From the college point of ,·icw Athletics develop colie€e spirit. College spirit is a very important 
part of a young man's life and education. During the athletic season young men are full of life and 
animation. They do not loit:r on the streets, but stay on the campus. They learn to shoUit for their 
college and it gives them a pleasan t diHrsicn from th: more serious par t of their work. The college 
without Athletics is dead and lifeless. The student who takes a pride in his college and work studies 
better than the one d ~ficicr.t in such spirit. 
The growing temperance spirit in our colleges is due to Athletics. The young man learns that 
he cannot dissipate or else he stands no chance to win honors on the athletic field. During training 
season the athletes observe regular hours and have a rigid regimen of diet. This teaches them 
self-denial. 
Athletics. too. have a very hirh moral value in training young men to quickneu. faim~ss, and to 
contempt of little dan€en. More bad hab:ts are brmed during an inachve l1fe than an act:ve one. 
Young men who train w'th athletic squads are tided over a very trying period of their li•·es. The 
manly games build up principles of manhood and mould character that slay with th: youn3 man 
through life. 
As a matter of health. too, Athletics have a tremendous value. These games played th rourh the 
growing period of the lives of boys and girls give sinew and suppleness to the body. and, when wisely 
directed. ~help to make strong, muscular men. In this age of strenuous competition, the muscular activity 
of a man plays a very importan t part in his life worl<. The man who breaks dcwn in health during 
a trying period does not have a chance to win kingdoms and successes like the man who has a 
muscular foundation. It would be interesting lo trace throu~h life the successes of those men who took 
part in any form of Athletics. 
Many arruments have be~n made and can still be made against the game of football. It is 
charged by some that the pame is rourh and dangerous. There is a form of truth in this. It is a game 
that cannot be played by the weakling or the "mollycoddle." 
Ouachita stands for clean Athletics. We are proud to say that the men who lake a part in 
Athletics are the leaders in their daues and in Society. Were is not for Athletics the college spirit 
would be dead. 
W e have had the best football team this year that has been known aince the football sport 
started at O uachita . We did not lose a g&me this year and there were only two teams that scored 
on us. Tennis is the ch:ef sport among the pupils that do not participate in football or baseball. 
For the last three years we have not had a track team, but there are about fifty m: n out this 
year trying to beat our rivals across the ditch. 
Summinp up, we will submit the argument that the Athletic advantages at Ouachita compare 






FOOTBALL RECORD OF OUACHITA TIGE RS 
COLLEGE C HAMPIONS 1914 
Ouachita .................. 85 Magnolia .................... 0 Ouachita ....................... 7 U. of Miss ......... . 
Ouachita ............. 15 U. of Ark .................... 9 Ouachita.... .. ................ 19 Okla. Normal .. 
Ouachita . .. ............ 54 Monticello ................. 0 Ouachita ...... - _, ______ 19 Miss. College 
Ouachita. .. ............ 62 J onesboro ............ . 0 Ouachita ............. 0 H. B. C ....... .. . 
Ouachita ............... .30 O kla. Sc. of Mines 6 Ouachita 291; Opponents 15. 
FOOTBALL R ECORD OF THE TIGERETTES 
T igerettes ................................. 25 (half game) Magnolia............ .. ....... ...... 0 
Tigerette• ............................... .34 Little Rock Colle11e.................. . ............. 0 
Tigerettes.... ... .. .................... 7 Camden .......... .. ........................................... 0 
Tigerettes.. ... .. .. ................. 66 Gurdon .............. ............... ..... .. .......... 0 
Tigerettes.. ...................... .. ...... 14 Nashville .................................................. ..... 0 
Tigerettes 146; Opponents 0. 
FOOTBALL SCHEDULE FOR 1915 
October I Arkansas College at Arkadelphia. 
October 9 University of Arkansas at F ayetleville~ 
October 15 L. I. I. (Ruston) at Arkadelphia. 
October 22 Hendrix College at Arkadelphia. 
October 29 Austin College at H ope. 
November 5 Jonesboro Aggies at Jonesboro. 
November 12 H enderson Brown at Arkadelphia. 
November 25 Mississippi Coll"l!e at Arkadelphia. 
THE DATA ON MEMBERS OUACHITA FOOTBALL TEAM 
Name Po>ition 
Joe Toland ............................... ........ .Center 
Honeycutt ...................................... R. Guard 
Hargis ............................................. L G uard 
B. Toland .......................................... L . Tackle 
Tobey .................. ......................... . R. Tackle 
Shuggart ............................................... L. End 
Ward ................... ............. .................. R. End 
Carter ............................................... Quarter 
Jay Toland (Capt.) .......................... R . Half 
Abraham .......................... .. ........... L. Half 
Jackson ........................... . ............ F. Back 
Cargile .............................. .E nd and Guard 
Bodie ................................. .. ............ F. Back 
Fox ...................................................... R. Halt 
Armstrong ............................................ L. Half 
Muon ..................................................... Guard 
Brook•her ............................................ Quarter 
A..-erage .............................................. . 
Every man is a native of Arkansas. 
First eleven wei11ht average 172.8. 
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JoE TOLAND, Center 
"Dogus" has worked hard for two years to reach the goal of h·s ambitio:~ and has 
developed into a good offensive center. H e has a determined spirit and when he gets 
"mad" he goes hke a demon while the tears trickle down his face. His passes are 
accurate and certa;n and he is always among one of the first down the field under 
punts. It is nothing for him to get thru on the defensive and block kicks. This was 
his hobby in the game against U. of A. Joe will captain the Tigers next year. 
CAPT. jAY J'OLAND, Right Hair 
Jay, alas "Gyp the Blood," finished his football career in a blaze of glory. He 
was the gun man of the squad, for when a certain lineman of the opposition grew a bit 
adamant, Jay was given the oval for a line plunge right thru and over the said lineman. 
His nasal, ''Let'3 gel 'em," was his captain's slogan. He is g?od natured and this 







BRUCE ] ACKSON, Fullback 
Jackson, an all-state fullb<\ck for three years, tells more about Bruce than his 
biographer can conjure in words. Fast and heavy and hard, with football brains, are 
some of his characteristics. Bruce has made more touchdowns for Ouachita than has 
any other man since the gentle art of bumping became vogue in T igertown. He was 
the best football player in Arkansas the past season, which about boosts him to the hall 
of fame. H e is gone and we shall not see the likes of him soon. Winner of B. L. 
Williams Football Medal, 1913. 
EDWARD SHUCGART, Left End 
H e is known as "Shug" by his accomplices, and as plain Ed in polite society, 
thru diligent application and generous use of mid-night oil will reach his scholastic goal 
this next season, and we are depending on him reaching the enemy's goal also on several 
opportune occasions. Shug's history is illustrious and the gridiron annals of this left end 
are asparkle with feats of prowess. The teams he plays against say he's "always 
kicking their dawg around," which interpreted means, he breaks interference, and busts 






BuTLER ToLAND, Left Tackle 
"Doc," the hardest man in seven states, held down his tackle so successfully and 
enjoyed it so much that all traces of his ambition to play full back his disappeared. He 
charges hard and fiercely but never blindly. His shiftness and ability to solve plays 
make him invaluable on defense. H e always makes good gains when given the ball, 
and is especially brilliant on making holes big enough for a "water wagon" and on 
breaking thru lines and spoiling plays. He tackles like a demon and always gets his 
man when making interference. He is the unanimous choice for the last two years 
as "All-State Tackle." 
joHN ABRAHAM, Left H alf 
john is home grown and highly nurtured at Arkadelphia High, became the 
custodian of his place behind the line in his first college year. Abraham reminds us of 
the Indian hero of old Columbia, "Strongheart," but we will believe he is destined to 
be more successful in arts apart from the gridiron. If we are not surprised Honest Abe 
will carve himself a niche in Arkansas' football reminiscences, if he improves each shining 
hour in his last year. Abraham is husky and mean, so the opposition says, which we 
aver. Winner of B. L. Williams Football Medal, 1914. 
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FRANK CARGILE, Right End 
"Gravy" he is called because he has the grease, the grit, and the go. Cargile is 
another graduate of the Arkadelphia High, having high scholarly attainments- in football, 
with a postgraduate course in T. M. I. after which he was eligible for a varsity booth 
as end. There are several things that could hit a man with less damage, things like 
boulders, benzine Chariots, and British Dreadnaughts. Cargile will be with us next 
year and will make us a good man. 
JEWEL CARTER, Quarter 
"Nick," always the first man out and one of the hardest workers while there, 
proved beyond a question that it is science, brain and not bone and muscle that wins 
football games. He came to us from U . of A. and he surprised everybody by his 
wonderful ability at that position. H is cheery "let's go, fellows," was the inspiration of 
the team and led them to the standard that the Varsity is now. He was an especially 
valuable and quick field grneral and always ready. H e is the speediest lad on the team 
and is a most valuable man in returning punts. Carter will be with us next year and 






VoLMER ToBEY, Right Guard 
"Smut" as he is called by his team mates, played in hard luck this year, for the 
injuries that he received during the season kept him from "going good," but we knew 
what he could do and we had confidence in him. This is Volmer's fourth year and are 
sorry that he will not be with us next year. H e is a medium sized boy and can be 
recognized by a broad smile. He knows the game and can easily solve the signals of 
the other teams in a little while. 
BERNIE HARGIS, Right Tackle 
"Hargy" is the tower of strength on the right side of the line. H e hefd his· p·osl-
tion well and all knew that to try to gain over him was like taking "German Trenches." 
He is a jolly, good hearted fellow, and liked by all on the team. He was never known 
to grumble at the decision of the referee. At the first of the season he was at his 
regular place at guard, but was shifted to tackle at the close of the season. He played 
his position like an old head, and we hope that he will develop into an "All-State 
Tackle" next year. He will take an A. B. degree next year. 
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AARoN W ARO, Right End and Quarter 
"Compere" played his first collegiate football this year. His sure tackling and 
ability to follow the ball at once stamped him as a player with the true gridiron spirit. 
His ability with the forward pass not only in making it, but receivmg it, has made him 
an extremely valuable man on the Ouachita football machine. When the ball was 
near the enemy's goal Ward booted out of danger and all of the teams that he played 
against were afraid of his valuable toe. He is a little man, one of the lightest on the 
team, but many of our opponents have found him a terror at his position. He will be 
back next year and promises to be even stronger than this season. 
CHESTER M uNN, L eft Guard 
"Check," the one a1m phenom is a graduate of last year's scrubs. This year he 
secured a berth on the regulars by hard working and training. Altho his tackling 
efficiency was handicapped by having but one hand, his power to make, and to stop 
holes was wonderful. H e first learned the art of playing football at Prescott High, and 
then finished here. He was always at his post with surplus amount of energy and faith 






PATTON BoDIE, Fullback 
" P ing" never knew how to play football until he came to Ouach=ta. Last year 
was his first experience and playing at half made a good show. Tho he did not stay out 
all season he came out this year determined to make the regulars. He did not make 
a regular position but played enough games to win his "0." As a member of the 
"Pony back," at fullback, when given the ball always made good gains and was 
willing to carry the ball at any time. He was the clown of the team and being red-
headed did not get mad when the boys made fun of him. We are looking for Ping 
next year and know that he will make a good man and help keep up the record of this 
year. 
]AMES ARMSTRONG, Right Half 
"Earny" is also a member of the lasr year scrubs. Playing at the position of right 
half on the scrubs this year and having a good form was promoted to the Varsity. 
Having little experience in football he showed wonderful talent and form. He is fast 
and low on the ground and can stand rough treatment, and being a member of the 
"Pony back" made good gains. Armstrong has two more years and by the time he 
finishes he will be an "All-State Fullback." 
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TIGERS LAY CLAI~l 
TO SOUTHERN TITLE 
Ouachita Cites Many Victories, 
One Tie, No Deleats, lor 
1914 Season. 
Ouachita Scores 7-to-0 
Victory Over " Ole Miss" 
F~st T1gcr Reserves Wallop 
Capital City School 
Eleven. 
Ouachita 15; Rctzorbacks 9; 
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Ros& D&ws, Caploin 
PAULINE EDWARDS, Manager 
ToP Row (reading from left lo right- Ninelle Autrey, Carmela Sanders, Lula Goddard, Letha 
Brown, Eleanor Granberry. 
MIDDLE Row- Macye Pete Zellars, Edtth Davenport, Verda Thomason, Carolyn Streibich, Ethel 
Robbins, Alma Brown, Mercedes Jones, Miss Manning (Coach). 
Borro:-1 Row-Rose Dews, G ladys Woodyard, Ted Rea~es, jessie Woodyard. 
Girls' Basket Ball 
Ouachita has had beller materia l this year for a girls' basket ball team than ever before. Since 
unavoidable circumatances prevented, intercollegiate games were not played. Two teams were organized, 
one composed of the town @iris and the other of the home girls. Each was very enthusiastic in thetr 
practice under the direction of Min Manning, who is an exp~rienced and competent athletic director. 
Only two games were played. The Ouachita home girls defeated the Ouachita town girls in the 
first game by a score of 11 to S, and in the second !(arne, the home girls lost to the town pirls the small 
score of 16 to 13, from lack of proper support and from reinforcements of new players on town team. 







For the first time in the history of Ouachita athletics, we won the dual track and field meet staged 
between itself and Henderson-Brown on "ALL FOOLS' DAY." When our men heard that we 
were going to have a meet between Henderson they commenced to train, and on the morning of the 
meet they got busy and until the going down of the sun the victorious Ouachita yell Wa& on the frosty 
air. Henderson could win but two first places, they being the two mile and the high jump. Ouachita 
garnered 73 points and Henderson drew down 29. Wallis for Ouachita made the 100 yard dash in 
ten Rat. Wallis also took the 220 and the fifth mile and won his share of the points in the victorious 
relay race. \Vallis, therefore, was the individual star of the day. Fox won two first places and 
f,dwards two. Fox and Dildy had the best stride of any men on both teams. Good times were made 
in other events and some of the field events showed good distances. 
The relay race provided one of the prettiest events of the evening, but Ouachita won handily by 
twenty yards, Wallis finishing the last leg of the journey ahead of Allen of H enderson. 
The 220 yard dash was done in 22 seconds, Wallis of Ouachita being first, Abraham of Ouachita, 
second, and Moores of Henderson. third. Edwards, the weight man, won easily over the men from 
Henderson, and Cargile, second. 
The events as they occurred were as follows: 
I Mile in 5:20. Fox and Dildy of Ouachita and Boone of Henderson. 
Shot Put. 31 feet and 1!/z inches. Edwards and Jackson of Ouachita, and Allen of H enderson. 
Filth Mile. 41 seconds. \Vallis and Abraham of Ouachita, and Moores of Henderson. 
Discus, /{)() feel. Edwards and Cargile of Ouachita and Allen of Henderson. 
2 Miles. 12:35. Tidball of Henderson. Dildy of Ouachita and Brandon of Henderson. 
Broad jump, running. 19 feel and 9 inches. McGee of Ouachita and Boone and Moore of 
Henderson. 
Pole Vault, 9 feet. Welch of Ouachita. Edwards of Ouachita. and Boone of Henderson tied for 
second place. 
/00 yard das/1 ... "/0 f/al." Wallis of Ouachita. Moores of Henderson, and Abraham of 
Ouachita. 
High Jump. S feet and 2 inches. Moore of Henderson, Fish of Ouachita. and Boone of 
Henderson. 
220 yard. 22 seconds. Wallis and Abraham of Ouachita and Moores of Henderson. 
Half Mile. 2 minutes and S seconds. Fox of Ouachita, Shaw of Henderson. and Dildy of 
Ouachita. 
Relay. 3 minutes. Ouachita. McGee, Jackson. Abraham and Wallis; Henderson. Boone. Bren-
non, Shaw, and Allen; R eferees. Jennings. Haygood, and Tobey. 
The last event was the baseball game- score being 7 to 1 for Ouachita. Batteries: 0. C.. Can· 
naway, Carpenter; H. C .. Miles, Turner. 
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Baseball 
If there is one consistent characteristic above all others about Ouachita Colle~e. that one certainly 
IS, and always has been, a ~ood baseball team. Since the ivy began to woo the walls of our admin-
istration building a winning team has been gaining laurels for the purple and gold of our alma mater. 
Ouachita is famed all over the Southland for the modest beauty of her co-eds, and likewise there is 
not a baseball diamond ;n four stales where the name of Ouachita does not carry with it the 1deal of base· 
ball efficiency. 
The prowess of the Tivers i& old in story and legend. If we choose to excavate the records 
of the past we may bring from baseball Elysium the mummies of many victories against the classiest 
teams in the college circuit, not only in the state of Raz.orbacks and varied riches, but also in 
Mississippi, Louisiana and Missoun. Nearly every league in organized baseball has had on its 
payroll a graduate from the ranks of the Tigers. It seems entirely natural for Ouachita baseball 
teams to win. Some seasons there are nmes of 11 real talent and they win in handy fashion. There 
nrc other years when it seems that every man is a busher of all the bushers, but the germs of success 
are hereditary and before the March winds stop blowing across the training grounds a new machine 
comes from the hands of the trainer. and they go forth to do valiant battle, and never do they stack 
their bats in the @Ym at the end of the season without a record of wins greater than the list of defeats. 
There is a reason- it's just the Ouachita habit. We have found a good thing and why not keep 
it going? 
That the Tigen seem to have found themselve& a11ain this season is evident, for as this is 
b:inv scribed they are away piling up a big batting average, and have taken the first series of the 
season from Centenary College. The Tigers will play our old rivals, Henderson-Brown and H endrix, 
Univemty of Arkansas, L. I. I. of Ruston, La., Arkansas College, the Jonesboro Aggies and the 
Little Rock team of the Southern Lea~ue. The men lucky to have made the team this year are: 
Captain Gannaway. Ellen, Perry and Jackson, all pitchers; Hoskin&on, catcher with Carpenter and 
Hanry sub-receivers; Cargile, lint base; Armstronl{. second base; Ward, short&top; McNew, third 
base; Jackson, left field; Carter, cen ter field; Southerland, right field; Dudley, a sub-fielder. With 
this versatile and formidable line-up it takes no prophet or seer to see through the curtain of the 
immediate future another winning team of Ouachita Tigers, and the season of 1915 will be written 











9. Opening exercise.-informal talks by new 
teachers. Mr. Strick sings a solo. 
Looks which speak of ''Home Sweet H ome" 
prominent on many faces. 
12. Society in afternoon. 
for first, and one of few times 
society that night} 
New girls 
? ? ? 
visit 
boys' 
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14. Glee Club and Orchestra begin work in 
earnest. Orchestra plays at chapel each morn-
ing. 
18. Eliubeth can't decide which dress to 
wear. Seeks rouge and powder, etc .. from va-
rious gi rls- all in a Rutter- Why ? ? Coach 
is coming. 
19. 0. C . A. pinafore party- Animal cakes 
- lemonade-games. 
First Reception- orchestra play.-punch served 
--old acquaintances renewed- new and lasting 
(?) ones made. 
23. Mysterious box of pink carnations found 
itself in Lucile Turner's room. Too bad Austin 
is so fa r away that they withered so soon. Ruth 
Turner received note from one of T oland Tribe. 
Benj3min not out in front ranks yet. 
25. Conservatory Feast in honor of Net, Lu-
cile and Amy-three birthdays celebrated at once. 
26. Circus day- Junior English clan beg to 
go to parade-Alas! no. Line to show in after-
noon. 
27. Ouachitonian Staff meets and elects Ed-
itor·•n-Ch,ef. Ted gets a note from Flave. 
29. Returns from first faculty meeting-Se-
niors passed on disturbance over decision of f ac-
uity which deprives them of the long-wished-for 
privilege-exemption from final exam. Who 
caused it? 
30. Ripples Staff meets- first issue of our 
"brilliant magazine" begun. Good prospects for 
year's work. 
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Our Store 
With its FIVE Distinct Departments 
stands ready to serve you. We cater 
especially to the College trade. Up-
to-the minute merchandise, courteous 
treatment and prompt service. 
Dress Goods Department 
Dress goods in a ll the new weaves. 
Ladies SUits, Cloaks, Dresses, and 
Skirts. 
Our Millinery Department 
With an expert trimmer and designer 
in charge. All the new things in 
Millinery always. · · · 
Our Ladies and Childrens Shoe Department 
Only exclusive Ladies and Childrens Shoe Store in the City 
Our Grocery Department 
All the good things to eat all the time for every-
body. Always fresh. 
The Model 
Our Mens' and Young Mens' Department.. Ath-
letic Goods. Knox & Stetson Hats. Regal and 
Edwin Clapp Shoes. Hart, Shaffner & Marx 
Clothmg. · ·: :. ·: :. ·: 
]. W. PATTERSON & SONS 
DEPARTMENT STORE 
QUALITY FIRST ARKADELPHIA, ARK. 
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3. First football game. Magnoloa 
"got up and got busy" but to no avail. 
85-0 m our favor. 
A11gies 
Score 
Clarence delivers oration on love and Agnes. 
6. Senior Class and Dramatic Club organized. 
10. Two victories. Tigerettes won over L. 
R. C. 34-0. Tigers won O\'er U. of A. 15-9. 
12. F acuity recital-reception afterwards. 
13. Chicago Glee Club-Excellent lyceum 
number. 
14. Hike to Bluff-only a few girls- meet 
marshall and get caught on barbed wire fence. 
15. Suspicious meeting of Seniors. Wh<4 
was object? Stove pipe hats for boys and to-
bogt~ans and sweaters for girls. 
16. 
0-54. 
Magnolia Aggies vs. Ouachita. 
0. C. Favor. 
Score 
3. Committees at work to sell 100 tickets 
to Hope. Special train secured. Senior supper 
at Bluff. Mr. and Mrs. Grice chaperone. 
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Frances Cross and Harriett Massey practice 
football. Harriett badly injured. Found uncon-
scious on campus. 
18. Mrs. Me uti takes S. S. Class out for 
a walk. 
19. \Vho first instituted cold plunges and 
;hower baths in the conserva tory? 
Edi th meets Bruce in library. 
20. Who sprinkled for-get-me-nots in room 
17 ? ? ? 
21. Mr. "Me" and Coach go to Hope to 
arrange for game. Senior! anxious concerning 
request tendered faculty. Revolution in dorm-
itory-duty teachers on the alert-conservatory 
girls found snoring at 59 minutes after 9 o'clock. 
22. Miss Storts takes all who expect to be 
Seniors to Bluff for supper. Report a glorious 
time. 
24. Another victory for us. Ouachita vs. 
Jonesboro Aggies 63-0. Joint meetings of So-
cieties. Good programs and fine "eats." 
26. Ask lvn if Miss Storts is coming? Does 
fudge smell when it is cooking? ? ? ? 
29. Six degree seniors send committee of twc. 
to interview Mils Storts concerning advance walk-
ing privileges. A daring adventure but condi-
tions seem favorable. Suspense ! ! ! I 
30. Lyceum number- Myrtle Elvin. pianist. 
Conservatory girls Battered by being introduced 
to her. 
31. Alpha Kappas entertain Corinneans. 
Hallowe'en scheme carried out effectively. An-
other Victory "Ole Miss" 0, Ouachita 7. Will 
we have reception? Ghost walk by fifty-two 
girls. 
6. Ouachita Students off to Hope. Grand, 
glorious, usual result-Victory for u•. Okla. 
Stale Normal 0-0. 8. C. 19. 
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IF YOU are not a customer of ours, we want you to become one and assure you of courteous treatment and pleasant association. We 
have the largest stock of drugs and drug sundries, toilet articles and nec-
cessities in Arkadelphia to offer you in making your numerous purchases. 
Only the very best quality of merchandise offered our patrons. 
We carry a large assortment of Waterman and Parker Lucky Curve 
Fountain Pens, Ouachita Pennants and Sofa Pillows, Tennis Rackets and 
Balls. Agents for Mary Garden Chocolates, Nunnally's, Huyler's and 
Liggett's Candies. We make all our lee Cream and lees served at our 
fountain, and invite you to visit the Fountain at The R exall Store. It's 
almost two miles to the next nearest Fountain when thirsty. 
STUDENTS' HEADQUARTERS 
Meet Me at Heard's On the Corner 
HEARD TOWNSEND DRUG COMPANY 
Phone No.8 THE REXALL STORE Fine Delivery 
Why Not Trade Where You Can Get 
Your Money's Worth and Then Some 
We will give you full value for your money. Goods of best quality at 
right prices and to show you our appreciation of your trade we will give 
you an opportunity to look at our line. 
COME IN AND EXAMINE OUR GOODS AND 
GET OUR PRICES. EVERYTHING NEW 
The New York Store 
MATTAR & DAVID ARKADELPHIA, ARKANSAS 
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7. Reception, for once--more boys than 
girls. 
II. Yell practice for contest started. Enthu-
siasm rife over near approach of annual orator-
ical contest. 
13. Ouachita 14. Miss. College 0. at Clin-
ton. Carter, best quarter in Stale hurl. Ill 
omens for H. B. C.- 0. B. C. Came. 
Nelle gels two comp. tickets to game. Which 
did she use? 
16-17-18. Yell practice continued. Second-
ary 1mpromptu recephons. F ranees gels candy 
from Mr. Butler. 
19. Senior girls and boys meet trains to 
welcome old students back-late for supper- all 
eat in kitchen. Cood time? Yes! Yes!! 
YES! I I Mass Meeting. Talks by local board 
and few others. 
20. Parade in cars. Seniors lead line across 
valley to the one game of all the year. 
"Victory wasn't ours, 
Victory wasn't theirs. 
They merely held us scoreless. 
The greatest learn in the Southwest.'' 
21. Boys with low spirits cheered by Mr. 
Zellars and others. Alpha Kappa Silver Anni-
versary and reunion- grand success. Purpose ac-
complished with great contribution. Contest one 
of greatest in Ouachita's auditorium. Mr. 
Bridges representing Philos-Mr. Morton rep 
resenting Hermes-former victorious. 
November 24. Why is Spencer called "goat"? 
A name should be true to life. Instead of seven 
women after one man we have seHn boys after 
one girl. Merle is the center of allraction and 
the boys are "Army," Fowlkes, I larry, Dyer, 
Mehaffey, Cawthon and Reaves. Which one 
will gain the favor? 
November 25. Ouachitonian Staff takes up 
plan of bazaar. Athletic Association commillee 
meets to talk "calendar." Boxes by express, 
parcel post. etc.-turkey galore. Arrangement• 
for B. Y. P. U. reception. Ruth Wilson gels 
date early. but then Mr. Hargis wanted to be 
su_re. 
26. Rain for Thanksgiving. Prayer service 
in auditorium. Four course luncheon at one 
o'clock. Came in mud. Okla. School of Mines 
6, Ouachita 30. 
\Vhat nervous couple almost destroyed lace 
curtains in the parlor? Esther Autry gels b1g 
box of candy and comp. tickets from Roy. 
27. Breakfast at 8:30-chapel at 10 o'clock. 
Who phoned Miss Storts from out in town? 
Ask the girls about sobering up after Thanks-
giving. Six o'clock dinner for football team at 
Mr. Brown's. Old fashioned spelling bee; Dale 
loses bet on it and has to pay a big box of 
candy. Aspires to be poet of Senior C lass and 
writes meuage to Minnie in form of poem. 
29 Son@ service at Baptist Church. Choruses 
from "Holy City." Eula gets three leiters and 
box of candy. 
30. Deqree Seniors entertained by Margaret 
Moore. Candy pulling and rook are main di-
,,.·ersions. 
Gladys and Jess plant onion patch in box 
on roof. Place it under bed each night to insure 
safe keeping. 
ECE~B ER 
2. Calendar dummy make out. 
S. Bib bazaar- many allraction• such as 
vaudeville, wild horse, fish pond, Christma5 
flR KADELPH IA 
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Freshman clan secures 
McDANIEL & BROTHER 
FURNITURE 
PHONE 176 RESIDENCE PHONE 87 
CLARK SLOAN AND COMPANY 
"THE DRUGGIST" 
"Your Patronage W e Appreciate" 
Good Old Purity Ice Cream. WE MAKE IT. 
The Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary 
FORT WORT H, T EXAS 
This Seminary for men, including Missions Training School for women 
is located in a great Baptist center in the abnosphere of evangelism and 
mtss10ns. Its faculty is composed of a group of scholarly, spiritual, 
evangelistic teachers. The course of study covers all branches of theo-
logical learning, including large liberality in electives and splendid Semi-
nary work. It offers especial advantages in the study of English Bible 
and in the methods, spirit and power of evangelism. It offers the same ad-
vantages to men called to preach and women called to be missionaries or 
to other work in the kingdom of God, and offers especial advantages of 
laymen, singing evangelists, pastors' assistants and Sunday School workers· 
The opportunities for pastoral and mission work are large. We 
aid students where necessary on their personal expenses. 
H ealthful environment the best. For Catalogue and further infor-
mation, write to L. R. SCARBOROUGH, D. D., Fort Worth, Texas. 
Box 995. 
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6. Who formed second line lo church? 
Srars of lasl nighl's performance I I I 
7. Dales for banquet- Have you one? ? 
8. F oolball swealers arrive. Several are 
seen in lhe dormilory. 
II. Foolball banquel al Caddo-Finally al-
lowed IO wear pumps. ··crandesl Coach in 
World !here."' Bruce brings forlh lears by his 
louching loasl. Home al 2 A. M. 
12. 0. B. C.-H. B. C. game in movies. 
Seniors oul of line-Snow. P. L. S. declama-
lion conlesl. Bennie Hayall viclorious. 
13. Lieul. and Mrs. Dawson lake lunch 
wilh us. 
14. ''Crickel on Hearlh •• presenled by Ora-
malic Club. 
16. E -X-A-M-S-1 I ! Carolyn makes 92 
in Algebra. How did il happen? 
17. Mr. Lile orders Chrislmas presenls from 
Sean-Roebuck. 
18. Lasl group of girls off for holidays. 
Gloom sellles on campus. 
28. Leona back- D id Jim meel her in 
Hope? 
29. Sallie Lou holds slandard of juniors by 
appearing on scene. 
30. Iva, Bess and Nel back- Walch-Parly 
in Miss Haralson's room. Special privileges lo 
I hose back early. Rulh Compere decides lo 
lake up Hislory of Arl. So does Mr. Lyons-
slrange I I I 
JANUARY 
5. New Chapel seals-degree Seniors meel 
Miss Slorls-Privileges are "T·o-o-k."' Poor 
France3, £,angeline and Amy. 
"They lalked nol lo lhe boys, 
Afler lighls lhey made no noise, 
To lown lhey didn'l go 
To see rhe piclure show; 
Bul ah! sad lo relale, 
The Seniors came back loo lale ... 
7. Macye Pele declares her adm~ralion for 
Rodney Horlon. Line goes lo piclure show. 
9. Mercedes borrows rook cards from Miss 
Slorls. A nnie and Annabel enlerlain Conserva-
lory girls- Maggie perplexed yel bewares of 
ninlh of January. 
14. F ire 10 conservalory-originalcd in 
Ordarh's room. "Girls go to the windows anrl 
look out."' Maude packs her trunk a nd rushes 
franlically ou t. W ere Mr. Harsis and Mr. 
Rober Is on the Scene? \Veil I I suess. 
16. Degree Seniors enlertain special Seniors 
in No. 18. Kewpies banquel in honor of 
France• Cross' lwenly-firsl birthday. Three 




18. Ask Miss Manning where she slayed 
while Miss Dunnaway occupied her room. 
Who lhoughl Miss Slorls would slay in con-
servalory lhal night? 
19. Veasey Bain goes lo piclure show wilh 
R. C. Ellen. Evangeline Thanalopsis makes 
brillianl recilalion 10 Enslish V, when she says 
"il wearies my imaganalion."' 
20. 0. C. A. officers tnslalled. Poetry class 
goes on hike lo sludy nalure as Keals saw it. 
What did lhey see? Ask 'em l 
23. Seniors meel in parlor and are given hrsl 
formal announcemenl of privileges. Dales now 
on. Only three Senior boys lo make dates. 
ARKANSAS 
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24. Musical program at churth. F ive couples 
occupy parlors. 
25. Berean class chafing dish in dining room. 
Royal good time. Miss Storts promises Dale 
we can play rook soon. Joe White sends first 
meaning glance to Ruby Love. 
26. Ouachitonian photos! Continual march 
to Mr. Thompson's studio. Caps and gowns not 
becoming. Dr. Winburn takes supper in Home. 
28. M oving pictures of "Pilgrim's Prog· 
ress.'' Who made all the noise? juniors get 
2 . Senior books arrive. "Somebody tell me 
something to say in it"-the appeal of all. 
F ranees gets hers from Lonoke. 
5. Friday night-Senior couples to picture 
show. Ice cream sodas afterwards. Race len 
blocks lo reach campus 9:49 P. M . \Vonders 
will never cease! Mr. Hooper has a date I 
Lucky Sal!ie! 
7. Mr. Lyon finally summed up courage lo 
come up to Young Ladies' Home. Annabel 
j!Oes home. James Bridges looks downcast in 
Bible class. Saves seal, with wistful eyes, for 
her. 
9. Senior rings arnve. 
appointed. 
Some are dis-
10. Poetry class to poultry farm. Ask 
Guinn and Lucile about their falls. Myrtle 
joins conservatory group. 
II. 
G irls. 
Basket ball-Town Girls vs. 
Eula gels another box of candy. 
Home 
12. Zoellner quartet. 
!unity to gel out early. 
comp. 
Back seats offer oppor· 
Rodney sends Joe a 
13. Corinneans entertained A lpha Kappas-
Decorations and refreshments in keepinl!' with 
occasion. Some four or more girls agree lo dis-
agree and walked after society. Marie and Dale 
join E ngl ish V class. Wonder Why? Ida Mae 
and Bud want lo learn how to cook. Miss 




privileges so Edna, Leona, Marjorie and Nella 
join line to Sloan 's. 4: 15; run, girls, to avoid 
the rush. 
29. Few couples play rook in parlor. H err 
Amis and Fraulein Roberts make their debut 
into senior society world. 
31. Sunday- it rains all day. House clean-
ing and letter writing predominate. No line to 
church. Cecil gels two letters from Benton-
nei ther from mamma and papa-wonder who? 
went to church before can go every Sunday 
right now. 
15. Dale wants to know what parents really 
did give certain girls their diamonds. Velna and 
Mr. Clayton go lo Henderson together . Wallis 
Baraca C lass entertained. Also M iss Man· 
nings' C lass. Clyde too young to go to Baraca 
reception. Poor Clell. Carolyn goes with Pat. 
Two corridor meetings in afternoon. Two se-
niors beg M r. Grice not lo report their en trance 
into Sloan's on an ox-cart. 
16. Dr. R od gers asked Mr. Bridges about 
science and Ben. L- says 'Tve always wanted 
a little 'Moore.'" Mr. Richardson writes his 
thesis on "Girls in general- H enderson girls in 
particular.'' 
18. Mr. Heber Me. entertains S. S. Class. 
Chicken salad-UM-Um! ! ! 
19. Bells! Bells! ! Bells! ! 
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STYLES =OF THE=TIMES 
If you want to be dressed in the proper 
style at the lowest possible cost, we 
kindly ask that you see us. O ur policy 
is to have every customer satisfied; we 
know the lines we carry will give you the 
best of service. 
W H AT EVER YOU BUY AT THIS ST O RE W ILL 
MAKE GOOD OR BE MADE GOOD BY US 
FINE TAILORING 
A SPECIALTY 
We are agents for the celebrated AMERICAN ART 
CUSTOM TAILORS' LINE. A line especially 
adopted for YOUNG MEN. 
Styleplus Clothes $1 7.00 
Stetson Hats Wilson Bros. Underwear and Shirts 
Florsheim Shoes Howard & Foster Shoes 
NEW THINGS EVERY DAY 
Floyd Whitten Co. 
PAY L ESS AND DRE SS BETTER 
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Col Gilbert Walden entertains us from 7 to 
I I P. M.-Fire beiis. wedding beils, bells, 
beils. 
22. Hol iday! I Crowd takes breakfast to 
I. Moses sends comp. tickets to Floy for 
Minstrel. Check is "optamistic.'' 
3. Billy Storts arrives-Miss Phiilips teaches 
him to play rook. 
5. Minstrel-great hit- Mercedes stars- Or. 
Woodyard takes J ess Home. Mr. Hargis must 
be a democrat for he loves the Wilsons. 
7. What made Eilen pack his trunk to 
leave? 
9. Why does I Ierman quit school? An· 
swer-Town boys can have dates with Seniors. 




Bluff- rook at Dorothy's. Who set up shoe-
shining parlor? Green day I Ask Dale what 
his favonte color is. Green 8ourithet in Senior 
Class. Lucile persists in wearing green dress-
0. C. A. tea from 4 to 6 P. M. Mrs. Blake 
entertains Ministerial Association. Senior Eng-
lish girls auist, dressed in Martha Washington's 
costumes. Evangeline's escort for evening is 
Guinn Maney. 
26. Vivian has a date with Mr. Lyon. Dale 
substitutes for the pedler. Mary glad for Iva 
shares th~ box of candy Dale brought. 
28. Ben Hyatt says he crossed the Rubicon 
when he wrote his last note. \Ve hope the mes· 
sage was sufficient to Turn'-er. Della McKnight 
breaks her record by glancing at Mr. Jordan. 
Thafs why she was so interested in junior date 
privi leges. 
"Speedy" leaves and Lucille amiles at Bruce. 
Bruce leaves. she smiles at Jeweii, 
Jewell leaves. she smiles at Ed. 
I I. Guinn was promoted to Captaon of extra· 
drill squad. He treasures thos as one honor to 
go in hos pedigree. Roy and Esther have a 
final "bush-up."' Ruby Rowe now claims Roy's 
attention. 
13. junior-Senior reception called off. 
Juniors almost "tie up" and Seniors suffer. Says 
when he left, "Oh! girls, he's the srueelesl boy." 
J ewel Palmer 
"Of all drinks I like the best. 
Crape-juice is better'n the rest." 
15. jewell Carter takes course in B. D. and 
Library. Carter of Jonesboro wishes to JOID 
Senior Class. Dorothy finishes in Expression 
this year. 
17. Meeting in full progress. No Senior 
English "I like."' Check wears ~reen tie and 
looks "poetically inclined." Dale wears sancti -
monious look. \Vonder what Mane said? ? ? 
Flave sends Ted ice cream. 
19. Bill and Bernard go to church. She has 
had privileges only three days but she has made 


















to furnish. Write 
Chas. S. 
Stifft 
Little R ock 
Our catalog sent anywhere 
upon request 
C. C. Tobey 
STEAM 
Laundry 
The next soft or stiff hat you buy see that 
it is a "No Name". You will ~ke the 
quality and style. 
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Sold by reputable dealers everywhere 
ON SALE BY 
FLOYD WHITTEN CO. 
Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Ruby. Carmela's onions must have been too 
strong. Both look sad after their fuss. Minnie 
and Ruby take Carmeta"s place. 
21. Sallie met the one from home and said 
Guinn asks Evangeline to go to picture show. 
22. Nell comes back from home- Harold 
goes to Texarkana with her. Mr. Lyon beats 
Mr Cossey's time and goes to church with 
Lucille Young. Verda comes back from a visit 
home- brings grocery store m suit case-
Carolyn happy. 




March 23. Chemistry Exam- Edna and 
Leona study until 2 A. M. on Stairway. 
March 26. Sallie has date with 
March 28. Iva has date with 
March 29. Ed Shugart: Amy, have you 
ever held Check's left hand? Amy: Ed., he 





TO EXPRESS YOUR WISHES 
To Friends who Graduate this Year 
Flowers as a gift are always appreciated. 
because of the beautiful sentiment they reflect, 
through them a true spirit of gift giving is expressed. 
Our Roses, Carnations and the flowers of every season. 
are the choicese to be had, yet our prices are so reasonable 
that their use is never an extravagance. 
joseph W. Vestal & Son 
Phone 4720 Box 856 
LITTLE ROCK, ARK. 
$3.50 CARL TON & CO. $3.50 
A Tip-Topper for College Men 
The M. M. Cohn Co. 
The Mens' and 
Youn g Men 's 
Store of Little Rock 
Quality 
Uniforms 
For Officers of the Army, 
Navy and Marine Corps 
and Students of Military 
Schools and Colleges. . 
Jacob Reed's Sons 
1424-1426 Chestnut Street 
PH I LADELPHIA 
The oldest Uniform manufacturing House 
in the U.S. Founded in 1824 
by Jacob Reed. 
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I. 11-0-L-1-D-A-Y. 
E'erybody happy? Well! Yes! f:very Se-
n•or ~irl appears in senior dress. T ru~:. meet 
w1th H. B. C. We win first place in every 
feat except two. Wallace, Grape-juice, Fox. 
Fish, and McGee our stars. "Son" mnJe rec· 
ord in 100- and 220-yard dash. "Goolt" WM 
the half and mile race and "Ma11gie" in Lruad 
jump. Points for H. B. C. 29, 0. C .. 73. 
Baseball I I. B. C. I, Ouachita 7. llol;v City 
- Grand Success. Who gave l..arnyard sere-
nade? 
2. Miss Storts catches sereMders and takes 
privi leges from Lucile, Evangeline and Amy. 
Faculty impusonated by Senior Cbss. Mr. 
Nanney stars as Mr. Zellars, Lucile as Miss 
Storts and Dale as Mr. Me. Privileges rc· 
stored to girls. Mrs. Blake takes Browning 
Class to park for dinner. Campus reception. 
Mr. Walker gives recital at night. 
3. Easter candy and Rowers galore. 
5. Baraca Class picnic at Bluff. Marvin 
and Net agree to disagree. 
6. 0. B. C. win over Hendrix. " Runt" 
visill Bookstore once more. Bookstore open 
until live o'clock. 
7. Cadets begin daily drill for inspection. 
Net gets note from Joe Moore across the val-
ley. 0. B. C. Victorious over H endrix again. 
8. 0. B. C. loses to University. "Anolhtt 
Record on •ame Machine." 
9. Nella gives Junior Recital. Sam Dudley 
has date with Marie. H erman "plows" lat~. 
ARKAD E LPHIA 
1 9 
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10. Seniors afraid to slip off to poulhy 
farm to take p1ctures. Dale is a piker! ! ! ! 
12. Bess 11ives recital, 
"Mother" gives consent . 
Coach pives "ring.'' 
Conservatory girls wait for Bess to come 1n 
that night to hear abou t "it." 
13. 0. C. loses to Arkansas Travellers. 
Lucile and Bill get privileges again. Coach 
leaves and Beu says "it's a long. long time till 
Thanksllivinll... Juniors entertain Seniors at Dr. 
Jameson's. Everybody happy-even Bill and 
Doc. Jolly good time. 
14. Berean picnic. Cecil Carson has date 
with Mr. Clover. Louise goes-likes Latin es· 
pecially "Vergil." Guinn and Mary take blue 
ribbon on eating scrambled eggs. Lieut. and 
Mrs. Dawson assist M iss Storts a$ chaperones. 
16. Robert gives Senior 
comes but didn't "Ring" like 
haters H ooper and Bridges 
women at Centenary. 
recital. "Carr" 
Coach did. De-
win victory for 
17. Philo-Alpha Kappa J oint program. 
Gladys sent to her room. 
18. Mary comes so Dale doesn't have to go 
to Hope. 
19. Inspection. Richardson 
he belongs to "Sergeant C lass.'' 
know what he has in hand. 
belongs to "U. S. Class.'' 
tells inspector 
Greene doesn't 
Pitman says he 
PAUL M. PALEZ 
Leading Florist 
YOUR FLORIST FOR OVER TEN YEARS 
A /ways Up-to-Date 





409 MAIN ST. PHONE 463 
LITTLE ROCK. ARK. 
AFTER BUSINESS HOURS CALL 68 7 
AGENCY FOR THE PRINCIPAL PLATFORM AND MUSICAL ATTRACTIONS 
Attractions F umi1hed Chautauquas, Lyc~um Cour .... T eachen' l natitute~. Colleaet. Club., Etc. 
THE DIXIE LYCEUM BUREAU 
DALLAS, TEXAS 
M. C. TURNER, General Manager 
SUITE 510 WILSO BUILDING PHONES: OFFICE M-6540. RESIDENCE C-2018 
MEMBER OF LYCEUM MANAGERS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
Why Not Arrange for a Lyceum Course in Your Town 
We Are as Near as Your Nearest Telephone 
E. W. THOMAS 
DRUGGIST AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
PHONE NO. 30 
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20. Senior English Class goes to Vestal's 
Farm. Girls all anxious to see Mary, and un-
derstand now Dale's happy mood. Holy City 
given over at reduced rates. Big crowd. ISc 
each; 25c a couple. 
2 1. Vivian Huie gives Senior recital. 0 . C.-
H . B. C . game in our favor. 
22. Miss Manning's class goes to Caddo on 
p•cn1c. 0. C.-H. B. C . another victory for 
us. Sallie Barrow gives Senior recital. 
23. Another game-another picnic-another 
victory-another good time. 0. C.-H. B. C. 
Mrs. Adams Class Picnic. Domestic Science 
class picnic. Harriett and Merle in jail for 
not keeping room hours. Dorothy has informal 
rook party. 
24. Mr. Grice makes chapel talk on "theses." 
Alpha Kappa Essay contest. H ermesian-Corin-
nean joint program. CALENDAR COMMIT-
T EE FOR OUACHITONIAN BEGINS TO 
1. Flag-drill. Company B loses Rag(?). 
Senior-Junior Masquerade Party. Who's who 
and their number? 
3. Ruby gives Senior Recita l. 0 . C. wms 
(?) over Arkansas College. Delegates to A. 
F. W. C . leave for Fayetteville. 
4. Annual picnic day. Everybody goes on 
:·some" picnic. 
5. "Runt"' goes swimming. 
7. Margaret Moore gives Senior Recital. 
Game with Hendrix. 
8. Ida Mae and Annie Lou give Senior 
Recital in Piano and Voice. 
I I. Senior E xpression class recital given by 
Vivian, Lucile and Marie. 
12. Second Senior Expression recital by 
Dorothy, Alma and Glenn. 
13. Senior Day- rains but what do we car~? 





PROPHESY- MAY FATES BE FAVOR-
ABLE AND FULFILL OUR FORETELL-
ING. 
25. Agnes gets box of candy from Benjamin. 
27. Lucile Carroll gives Senior Piano R e-
cital . 
28. Sham batt le 
wins(?) . 
at Bluff. Company "C" 
30. Marie gives Senior Reci tal in piano. 
Debate with Union University. Another vic-
tory (?) for Ouachita. 
to good times for class of "I S. H ere's to the 
House Party of '16 in the mountains. Some 
happy. some sad-wonder why they're not all 
glad????? 
14. F ranees F letcher l!ives recital. 
15. Commencement play practise m full 
force. 
17. Senior breakfast. 
19. Exams begin. 
21. Mary Anderson gives Senior Recital in 
Piano, A nnie Lou Cargile Post Graduate recital 
in Piano. 
22. Commencement p lay. Who was the 
star? 
23. Commencement Sermon by Dr. ]. F. 
Tull of Monticello, Ark. Seniors don the "Be-
coming"" caps and gowns. Sermon to Ministe-
rial Association at nil!ht. By special permit, 
pictures are taken on campus. Last Sunday 




High Class Photo Plays Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Show your College Spirit~~ Patronise our Ad~ 
vertisers & Subscribe for the Ouachitonian. 
United States T ires Firestone Tires Prest-o-lite Tanks 
ARKADELPHIA GARAGE 
FISCHL & BECKER, Proprietors 
Auto Supplies and A ccessories 
W e Guarantee O ur Work 




LESLIE GOODLOE, Manager 
Oldest and Strongest Insurance A gency 
in Clark County 




Solicits Your Busi~ 
ness. Interest Paid 
on Time Depvsits. 
Capital $ 100,000 
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24. Senior Class Day Exercises. Concert 
in afternoon. Alumni Banquet at night. A 
decided success. 
25. Alumni Program at 10 A. !\1. Open 
House by Societies 3 to 5 P . M. J\rt Levee, 
Home Economics E xhibit, Band Concert. C'om· 
mencement Concert at night. 
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26. Graduating exercises. Address by Dr. 
W. J. E . Cox of Pine Bluff. 
Commencement is over, our school day> are gone, 
Ties of friendship and classmates will be broken 
ere long-
Tho· our paths diverge, may t!ach in his time 
Be visited with pleasant reminders of Auld Lang 
Syne. 
W. M. Welch Mfg. Company 
W. M. Welch Scientific Co. W. M. Welch Diploma House 
1 5 1 6 Orleans Street 
CHICAGO 
" Everything for Schools" 
Every County and City Superintendent, every High School 
Principal, every Teacher and every School Board Should 
H AVE WELCH'S CATALOGS 
CARL E. W RIGHT, 
CONWAY, A RKANSAS Arkansas Representative 
CUT FLOWERS AND EMBLEMS 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS { 
Store 774 
TELEPHONES Greenhouse 491 
Tipton & Hurst 
FLORISTS 
52 1 MAIN STREET 
GREENHOUSES. Fourteenth Street and Park Avenue 
After Business Hours 
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The Ouachita Alumni Association 
\VISH to thank the Editors of the 1915 Ouachitonian for their very great courtesy to the 
Ouachi ta Alumni Association in offering to it a space m this attractive issue. 
Ouachita College. like all other noted institu tions, has had a hard figh t for its life. 
Its sound principles coupled with its effective work has brought it through. In the bringing 
into usefulness any grea t undertaking much credit is due the pioneers of that task. Thirty 
years ago a few of the \VORLD'S C R EA TEST MEN gathered around a pine-knot fire one winter 
day and talked Ouachita College into existence. They called to its head a young man. a Moses. to carry 
ou t the work planned. Today this man is known in every home in Arkansas. During the panic of 
1896-7-8 when money was scarcely to be seen. with no bmldings, no college •pirit developed, with but 
a handful of poverty stricken graduates, and with the most ardent supporters feeling that they would 
be forced to give up, this stately young fellow wi th a never surrender determination brouj!ht our college 
through its first crisis and planted it on the shore of respect, confidence. and success. 
Ouachi ta has suppor ted itself and raised a large family. more than 800 children. Now, when our 
parents have grown old and show the scars of toil it is our duty as children to CET UNDER TilE 
LOAD. It 1s not only a duty. it is expected of us. Our college 1s doing a great work. \Ve are 
extremely fortunate to have for our President at this time Dr. S. Y. Jameson, a man who is noted for 
being on the job at all times. and, who ne,·er sleeps. He has piloted the college through the greatest 
crisis since it has been recognized as a college. It IS evident that in the hours of greatest need Cod 
has come to our rescue in sending us the right man at the right time. 
I wish to thank the magnificent student body for 1ls loyalty to our Alma Mater. I wish. to extend 
our appreciation also to the Faculty who hove so nobly upheld its grea t standard of right l.ving. 
We wish to be remembered by you as a part of the institution and hope you, as F acuity and 
Students, will feel that we are glad at all times to share with you in your undertakings. 
H ere's to the class of 1915, 
With its bountiful yield of knowledge; 
H ere's hoping your auccesses in life. 




ARTHUR j. VESTAL, 





JACK D. NUNN, Prop. 
Expert Tailors 
W e Clean, Repair or 
Dye for You 
QUICK SERVICE OUR MOTTO 
Phone 323 
ARKADELPHIA. ARK. 
When in Little Rock 
Eat at the 
FAMOUS 
CAFE 






Stewart & Stewart 




Next Door to Post Office 
Phone 90 
FROM OUACHITA 
And Yet Do Not Take the 
Baptist Advance?!! 
Ouachita's Loyal Sons 
and Daughters 
Will Not For get Such a Friend, 
Now or Ever 
WE ALSO HANDLE BAP-
TIST BOOKS 
Come to See Us When in the City 
or Write 
The Baptist Advance 
4 I 0 Hollenberg Bldg. 
Little Rock, Arkansas 
joHN W. CoNGER. LL.D., Finl President of Ouachita. 
He knew what a good 1chool was and how to make one, and he made il. Under his twenty yean 
administration the college grew from nothing lo one of the largest and most efficient denominational 
institutions in the Southwest. He carried the message of Christian College Education to the people, 
and made Ouachita a household word in Arkansas. Under innumerable difficulties and discourage· 
ments be persevered. Burdened with cares, he steadfastly preserved an inexhaustible supply of sym· 
pathy and encouragement for ambitious boys and girls in need. If you would know the man, look at 
what he has done; Ouachita is his biography; his monument will endure in the hearts and livu of 
hundreds of those whom he helped. Undaunted, heroic Conger, bleuings on him! 
B. F. CoNDRAY. 
OUACHITA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. 
A. J. VtSTAL ......................... ..... ........... ..... ............... ............................. Pre•idenl 







ARKADELPHIA HARDWARE CO. 
Sells Sporting Goods 
CUTLERY 
And a General Line of Hardware 
T 0 ·B }~ Y S Petty & Tennyson 
FOR HOT and COLD 
LUNCHES 
Cold Drinks, Cigars and Tobacco 
OPPOSITE DEPOT 
]. A. FINGER 
The Jeweler and 
OPTOMETRIST 





Telephone No. 189 635 Main Street 
See the All-Over-Arkansas Tailoring Man 
SI. ROSENBAUM 
Representative of the Celebrated 
Columbia Tailoring Co. 
AT THE MODEL 
ARKADELPHIA. ARKANSAS 
TRADE WITH 
J. J. Pannell 
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CLASS Of 1888. 
Beasie L. Cross, Ph.B., Clerk in Store ....... ............... ................................................................... . Hope, Ark. 
Mrs. Dallas Kirby, nee Flora Stinnell, Ph.B ...... ........................ ........................................ .Texarkana, Ark. 
Frank P. Turner, A.B., Evangelisi. ........... .. ............. .......... .......... ...... ... .............................. Lillle Rock, Ark. 
CLASS OF 1889. 
]. M. Carter. Ph.B., Ex-Circuit judge .............................. ............................................... Texarkana, Ark. 
•Mary H. Cox, Ph.B. 
R. E. L. Ea11le, Ph.B., Mercantile Business .......... .................................................................. England, Ark. 
•Mrs. J. ]. Mann, nee Sallie Fosler, B.A. 
Mrs. A F. Watkins, nee Lula Gaulding, Ph.B ....... ..... ...............................•.................... Vicksburg, Miss. 
Mrs. W. F. Lassiter. nee Mallie Hearn. Ph.B ............................... ......... ........................... jackson, Miu. 
John H. Kingsworthy, A.B .. Lawyer .. . ........................ .... ......................................... Lillie Rock, Ark. 
John G. Lile. M.A .. Prof. History. Ouachita College .............. ...................................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
"'Mn. A. H. Brown, nee joan McCallum, A.B. 
Benj. F. Milam. Ph.B........ .. ................................................................................... Bonham, Texas 
•Kie Oldham, A.B. 
Joe Rowland, Ph.B., Planter .......... .. .. .......... ................................................. ............ Harrell, Ark. 
Mrs. W. I. Collins, nee Effie Williams, Ph.B ........ ...... ......... .. ... ..... .... ................................... Grannis, Ark. 
CLASS Of 1890. 
James H. Bennell, Ph.B .. Evangelist ........................................................... .. ................ Arkadelphia. Ark. 
Mrs. I. T. Ganll, nee Adrienne Brown, B.L. ..................................................................... Ellisville. Miss. 
Mrs. W. R. Brooksher, nee Ida Cox. Ph.B. ................. ..... ........... .. . ....... Fori Smith, Ark. 
Aylmer Flenniken. A.B., Lawyer ....................................................................... Eldorado, Ark. 
Mrs. j. M. \Villiams, nee Maud Horton ..... ............ . ... . ......... ..... ... Searcy, Ark. 
S. S. Johnson, M.A............... ................. . ................ ..... . .................. ..... . Hope, Ark. 
Mrs. Jno. Gaither, nee Pinnie McNull, Ph.B. .......................... Arkadelphia, Ark., ' o. 1 
• James R. Thomas, A.B. 
Thomas I learn, A.B., Missionary 
j. W. Warren, A.B .. Lawyer 
CLASS Of 1891. 
............................... China 
.. .. ............ Camden, Ark. 
josiah Hardage, A.B., Lawyer........ .. .................. ..... ........................................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Mrs. j. P. Cooper, nee Nannie Hardage, B.S. 
Mrs. Gi les C. Taylor, nee Edna Juniel, A.B. . . .... .... ... ... ....................... . 
• Bernard L. Mills, A.B. 
Andrew j. Nelson, B.S... .. .. 
"'Maude Slau@hler, B.S. 
Giles C. Taylor, A.B., Pastor . 
Robert \Vallis, A.B., Physician 
Mrs. A. C. Bentley, nee Louie Weber. Ph.B., 617 Wichita St ...... 
CLASS Of 1892. 
. ....... Preslonburg, Ky. 
. ... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
. ....... Preslonburg, Ky. 
. . .. Rock Dale, T exas 
.. ......... Shreveport, La. 
Mrs. Dr. Southerland. nee Sallie Compere, A.B.... .. ............. .. ..... . .. .. .. .... Star City, Ark. 
William B. Peebles, A.B........... .... .... .. . .... ............................ .... ..... . .... Chickasha, Okla. 
Mrs. L. R. Scarborough, nee Neppie Warrne, Ph.B.............................. . ............. Ft. Worth, Texas 
Allie Searcy, B.L., T eacher ......... ............................ ...... ... .............................................. .......... Rison, Ark. 
M rs. R. M. Howell, nee Effie McCallum, B.L................. ......... ..... .... . ........ Stamford, Texa& 
Sallie Williams, B.L., Teacher.. .. ........ .............. ......... ...... ... .... ........... .. . .. ........... ... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
CLASS OF 1893. 
J ohn Crow, A.B ..... ................. ... ...... .. 
Mn. Camoron, nee Stella Gibson, M.A. 
john II. McMillan, B.L., Lawyer 
Mn. Fowler, nee Hattie McSwain. B.L 
J ohn B. Moore, A.B ...................... .. 
Benj. Y. Searcy. A.B., Teacher ........ ... .. ........................ . 




. ..... Shre\"eporl, La. 
. ..... Winfield, La. 
Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Georgetown, Texas 
.... Clarendon, Ark. 
.. ...... Rison, Ark. 
.. .................. Eldorado. Arlr. 
ELECTRICITY 
Makes Most Useful Servants. Are You Making It 
Serve You? 
Arkansas Light & P ower Company 
B. C. McKENNON, Manager 
IF YOU H AVE ANYTHING TO BE 
PRINTED 
Write Us; If we undertake it we will do it well 








AGENTS ~-~~ WANTED -~~_A.')~ 
·· ~-
-at all-
Colleges, Schools, Clubs for 
TAYLOR ATHLETIC GOODS 
where not already represented. 
Send for Catalog and Particulars 
ALEX. TAYLOR & CO., Inc. 





BEST OF EVERYTHING 
THAT'S T O EAT 
PETE BAKER & CO. 




(For a Good MAN See the 
Proprietor) 
Arkadelphia, Arkansas 
Mrs. Curlis McCluer, nee Laura Weber, A.B ...... .......... ................... .......... .... ........................ O'Fallon, Mo. 
Mrs. W. H. Boolhe, nee Mary Kelso, Piano ........... ................................. .......... ......... ............. Eldorado, Ark. 
Mrs. Lena W illiams, nee Lena Heard, Piano ........................................................................ Eldorado, Ark. 
Ci.ASS Of 1894. 
B. F. Condray, A.B ... ......... .................... ....................... ........ .......... .............................. ...... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Paul P. Conger. B.S., Dry Goods Business ............... ......... ............................ .................. Memphis. T enn. 
W. T. Conway. A.B., Teacher, A. & M. College .......................... .............. ............................... Arizona 
Mrs. W. M. Pipkin, nee Jennie Compere, B.S ................................................. .............. .............. .. Mena, Ark. 
Nannie L. Frair. B.L. .. .................................................................... ....................................... Haynes, Ark. 
Lillie Green, B.L... .... ............. .. .. ................................................................................... 51. Francis, Ark. 
"'E1hel Gage, B.L. 
E. J. A. McKinney, A.B .. Edilor Bapl. Advance ........................ .................................... Lillle Rock, Ark. 
Mrs. Jno. Jordan, nee Maud Major, B.L ................................................................................ SI .. boyjs .Mo. 
Mrs. McDermid, nee Annie McCallum, Ph.B..... ........................ .................. .. . ......... Hulchinson, Kansas 
"'J. W. Riley. A.B. 
Mrs. Mary Buller, nee Mary Daniel, Piano ...................................... ... ................... ....... Carlhage, T exas 
Mn. Curlis McCluer, nee Laura \Veber, Piano... ................................... ................... O'Fallon. Mo. 
Mrs. R. N. H owell, nee Ellie McCallum, P iano. . ...... .................................. ............... Sweelwaler. Texaa 
Mrs. Waller Goodwin, nee Olive Suggs. Piano. 
Mrs. J. D. Cliflon. nee Fannie Brewer, Piano. 
Cuss Of 1895. 
Basil Baker. A.B .. Lawyer ................................................................................................. Jonesboro, Ark. 
G. E. Cannon. B.S., Physician ... ...... ... .. ......... .............. ..................................... . . ........ . Hope, Ark. 
Mn. L. C. Libby. nee Maggie L. Brooks. B.L. .. ............ ......................... .. ........ MI. Pleasanl, Texas 
Mrs. P. A. Zarring, nee Alsey Ingram, B.S. and Expression..................................... .Tampoco, Ind. 
R. E. Monii!Omery. B.S .. Lawyer. .... ..... .. ............................................... ...... ...... jonesboro. Ark. 
Mrs. J eremiah Clark. nee Mallie Biscoe, A.B.. ............... .............. ... ..... . . . .......... .Quanah. Tex•~ 
M. S. Cobb, A.B.. ...... ......... ... . ... .. ......... .. .... ..... . ...... .......... llol Sprin~s, Ark. 
Mrs. W. W. Winlers, nee Rosa Edwards, A.B ......................... .............................. Traskwood. Ark. 
Mrs. J. C. W all ie, nee Carrie McMillan, A.B .............................................. .................. Arkadelphia, Ark. 
R. E. Reid. A.B...... . ...... .... .. ... ... . . ....... ... ......... ........... ..Louisville. Ky. 
Mrs. Sanders, nee Viva Paxlon, A .B.... . .......... ................ ......... .......... ... ........ Mansfield, La. 
Mrs. C. B. Riggin. nee Minnie Purifoy,. ............................. ....... .................................... .Fl. Smilh. Ark. 
Samuel Allen, A.B. .. .... .. ........... .... ........ Goldwaile, Texas 
T. P. M. Compere, A.B., Lawyeo. ...... .................................................... Hamburg. Ark. 
Mrs. L. A. Jones, nee Grace Clark, Piano. 
Cuss or 18%. 
*]. S. Kinl!, A.B. 
G. W. Garrell. A.B.. S1a1e Senalor .... .. ............. .............................................................. Okalona, Ark. 
D. H. Gill. A.B.. ... .. .. Cenler. Colo. 
Mrs. S. H. Allen. nee Mamie Moncrief. B.S. 
Mrs. J. T. Longesl, nee Alice llelen Sanders, B.L.......... Fones! Cily, Ark. 
S. L. Holloway, A.B., Paslor.... .. ....................... ...... .. .. ................. ..................... .. .. El Paso, Texas 
A. H. Biscoe, A.B.. Physician ......................... ................ ....... ....... ............................ Pendlelon, Ark. 
John L. Hargrove. A.B .. Lawyer ............................ .................................................... Washinglon, D. C. 
j. A. Smilh, A.B......... ......................... .... ....... .... ........ ....... .... .... . ......... Liule Rock, Ark. 
Malinda !della Gardin•r. B.S. .. .... .......... ........ ..... . . . ....... San Anlonio, Texas 
). E. H awkins. B.S., Lawyer . . .. ....... .. ............ .................... ..... ......... ... .Marnolia, Ark. 
Lillie Brooks, Piano. 
Lizzie Buller. Piano .. 
Mn. Callie Gresham, Piano. 
Arkadelphia. Ark. 
Mrs. Sam Reyburn. nee Louie Neeley. Piano..... ............. ................. ........... ........ Lillie Rock, Ark. 
Mrs. J. P. \Valson. nee Fannie Haislip, Piano. 
Mrs. Alice Miller. Voice. 
*Mrs. James Caldwell. nee Irene Earl, Voice. 






CLASS or 1897. 
0. ]. Wade, A.B., Pastor ...... ................................................... ................... .................. .. ........ EI Paso, Texas 
B. C. Bowen. A.B . ....................................... ..................................................................... Gulfport, Miss. 
F. F. Gibson, A.B .. Pastor, Pres. Board of Trustees, Ouachita College ........ ................... . Fort Smith, Ark. 
Mrs. Chas. Johnson, nee G eorgia Bell Moore, B.L. ........................................................... .Texarkana, Ark. 
Mrs. David L. Harris, nee Claire Jackson, B.L ............ ......................... ........................... Dublin, Texas 
W. M. Jones A.B .. Druggist.. ........................ .................................................................... ..... Magnolia, Ark. 
Mrs. Flatt, nee Annie McCallum, B.L. & Art... .................................... .... ................................ Clinton, Ky. 
Mrs. W. B. Ewing. nee Ida Weber, A.B.......... .......................................... .............. .. .. Curtis, Ark. 
]. F. Rorex. A.B. Physician ................................................ ................................................ Pine Bluff, Ark. 
Mrs. Gus Haynes. nee Annie Black, B.L. & Art .................................... ............................ Hope, Ark. 
V. G. H inton, A.B. ..... ... ...... .. ................... .. .. ............................... ...................... . Little Rock, Ark. 
Mrs. J. D. Williams, nee Lizzie Mary McCallum ....................................................... ...... ... Ciinton, Ky. 
Binum E. Hinton, B.S .. Lawyer ........................................... ...................... ................... Washington. D. C. 
Mrs. B. C. Bain, nee Lizzie McNutt, B.L.. ....... ....................................... ........ . .... . Little Rock, Ark. 
T. E. Mears. B.S.. .......... ..... . ......... ........................ .... ... . .. Portales, ~w Mexico 
Mrs. Calvin Shugart, nee Hampie Blaine.. ..... .......... .... .. .... ................. .. . ........... Shreveport, La. 
Mrs. llarrell, nee Sue Bell \Vood, Piano .................... ............................................. ...... Monticello, Ark. 
CLASS or 1898. 
Mrs. \Vill iam Fezell. nee Mame Cook, B.L. ............................................................. Little Rock, Ark. 
Mrs. £. M. Sleeker. nee Effie Gardiner. B.L. . ........... ....................... .... . ...... ....... Eudora, Ark. 
Leon Head, A.B., U. S. Arm)'. 
Mrs. T. E. Mears, nee Clarice McMannaway, B.L....... ........................... .. . .... Portales, New Mexic!) 
Ethel Neel, B.L. ... ..... .... .. ... ........ .... .. . ...... .... ..... .. ........... Route No. 3. Little Rock, Ark. 
Bertha Reasor, B.L. .. .......... .... .... ................... ........ .......................... .. ......... ...... Little Rock, Ark. 
Corn May Brown, Piano. 
Mrs. May Lambert, Piano. 
Mrs. Eva Barnett. nee Eva \Vare. Piano ............. ............ .. ..... ........ ....................... Lonoke, Ark. 
Nina Beard, Expreuion. 
Etta May Clark, Expression. 
Mrs. Dr. Rhicnhnrt, nee Ida McDonald, Expression. 
CLASS OF 1899. 
Laura Horne, A.B.. Teacher ..... .......... ... ....... . ........................ Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Mrs. \V. E. McRae, n~e Minnie Owen, A.B. . ...................................................... Eldorado, Ark. 
W. T . Amis, A.B. ......... .. ... .. ............. . .............................. .. .. Muskogee, Okla. 
Mrs. D. T. Rogers, nee Nannie Adams, A.B ........................................................................ jonesboro, Ark. 
R. G. Bowers, A.B .. Pastor .. ........... .. ..................................................... Little Rock, Ark. 
Mrs. J. S. Compere. nee Pen Lile, B.L......... .. ........................ ........................ LewiS\ille, Ark. 
"'Nin Elizabeth Beard. B.L. 
Mrs. W. E. O'Neal, nee Eva H umphreys, B.L ......................................... ................. Hot Springs, Ark. 
]. T. Meek, A.B. .. ... ... ....... . .. ......... .................... .............. .............. llelena, Ark. 
]. H. F..ugene Rosamond, A.B., Physician.... . ...................................... ............................. Memphis, Tenn. 
L. A. Rowland. A. B. L., Lawyer .......... .. .. .. ............. , ............... .................. Bartletsville, Okla. 
Mrs. A . D. Stephens, nee Bertha Slaughter, A.B ......................................................... Palestine, Ark. 
R. A . Watson, A.B .............. .. ................................................. Greenville, Texas 
Mrs. Rose, nee Josephine Earle. E xpression. 
Mrs. L. B. Easters, nee Hattie Hinton, Expoession. 
Mrs. ]. L. Hargrove, nee Lena Shirey, Expression. 
Mrs. W. C. McMurrain, nee Birdie Orr, Piano. 
Cuss oF 1900. 
Leona Ball, A.B . ............... .. .......... ............ .. ............ Ravenden, Ark. 
Mrs. Byron Herrintr. nee Ruth Gannaway, A.B ................. ................ ............................. Warren, Ark. 
Elthn Kitchens. AB., Teacher .... ................ .. ............................................................ Paragould, Ark. V 
A. H. Nuckolls, A.B............... ............ .. ............... ..................... ... ............................. Marianna. Ark. 
C. N. James. A.B. ............. .... ......... .... ................... Lineville, Ala. 
•P. T. Walker. A.B. 




B. A. Lew•s. A.B ............... ............. .............................. ............................................ .............. Dewey, O kla. 
C. E. Scott, A.B .• Teacher ................ ........................................ ................................................ Magazine, Ark. 
D. B. Luck, A.B .............................. ..... .. .............................. ......... ........................................... Pine Bluff, Ark. 
D. \V. McMillan, A.B., Lawyer .............................................. ........................................................ Hope, Ark. 
Fannie Meek, Piano and Expression. 
Mrs. Jan Williams, nee Pearl McPherson, Piano.............. .......................... ................ .. Arkadelphia. Ark. 
Mrs. Manhall, nee Kathrine Rowland, Piano. 
Mrs. Sam Harrington, nee Bess1e Chandler, P1ano. 
Lila Porter, Piano. 
Mrs. J. L. Ingram, nee Zelma Cox, Piano. 
Lutie Lane, Piano. 
Mrs. Peel. nee Cora Mack, Piano & Voice. 
A. H. Bri&coe, Piano ........................................................... ..................................... ................. Bryon, Texas 
Lucy Denson, E xpression. 
Mrs. Beuna Redwine, nee Buena Baker ........................................................................................ Arkansas 
CLASS OF 1901. 
T. A. Wood, A.B................ .... ................ .. ........................ ...... .................... ........ ...... .... . .Monticello, Ark. 
E. R. \Vilson. A.B .. Revenue.... .......................................................................... ...... .... Little Rock, Ark. 
S. J. Cannon, A.B........... ............ ........... ..................... ....... .............. ..... ...... .. .Louisville, Ky. 
A. A. Condray, A.B .. Insurance. .. .................... ... ......... ........ ... • .................... .• Little Rock. Ark. 
J. S. Rogers. A.B. & Expression, Secretary Baptist Board............. .................... ...... Little Rock, Ark. 
J. M. Shaw. A.B............. .. . .......... ......... ................................ ......................... Pine Bluff, Ark. 
J. R. Allen, A.B., Prin. ll igh School .... ...... .. .. ............... ...... ..... . .......................... Pine Bluff. Ark. 
Chas. M. Kee, A.B .................................. .... .......................... ............................................ Benton~ille. Ark. 
C. D. Guest, A.B......... .. .................................................................................... Pine Bluff, Ark. 
]. S. Compere, A.B., Pastor .................. ............. ............ .......................................... .. .. Lewisvi lle, Ark. 
Mary Lee. A.B.............. . .. .................... ........ .. ............ ..... .................................... Argenta, Ark. 
Agnes Burton Beaver, B.L. .... ............... ......... . ................ ...................................... L1ttle Rock. Ark. 
Blanche Lingg, B.L.............. .. ......... ......... .... .... ................... ......................... .. . .... Helena, Ark. 
Bertie J. Erwin, B.L...... .. .. . .. ..................... .......................... .... .................... .. Monticello, Ark. 
Mrs. C. E. Myrick, nee Georgia Cholston, A.B.............................................. .............. .. ...... Searcy, Ark. 
Mrs. Lee Norris, nee Etta Green, A.B ..... ................... ...................................................... Hamlin, Texas 
Mrs. L. L. DeCou, nee Cora Cole, B.L...... . ...... ................. ...................................... Eldorado. Ark. 
\Villie Marks. A.B. & ExpreSSion ........... .... ..... .......... ......... . .................... New Edinburg. Ark. 
V1rs. j. C. Rainey, nee Ida Peacock, B.L. ................. . .......... ............... .... .Ellaville, Ca. 
Mrs. \V. C. McMurrin. nee Berdie Orr. B.L ......................... .. .. .............. .... . ... Ruston, La. 
Dollie Flenikin, Piano. 
Mrs. C. F. Rauton, nee Maude Haynes, Piano. 
Mrs. Geo. Beck. nee Elise Crewitt. Piano. 
Mrs. Emmell Kelley, nee Bertie Wallis. Piano. 
Mrs. G. S. Rump, nee May Cardenshire, Piano. 
Ct.ASS OF 1902. 
r· d: ~~~:~:: ~.~:. L-r::Ch'er.·.· .... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.-.·.· ....................................................................... .-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.--· . .-::: ........ ~Y .. :~~~=: :.k~· 
.Y.Carley Dodwell , A.B. 
Mrs. Alva Harris, nee Lonnie Hall, A.B................... ............ . ........ ......................... Arkadelphia. Ark. 
M. N. Lawless. A.B. & Expression. 
C. C. Remley. A.B........... .... ............ ..... . ... .... ............. .... ........ .................... Monticello, Ark. 
J. T. Shipman, A.B., Lawyer ............... .. .............................. .............................. Bartletsville, Okla . 
.Y. Augusta Pierce, A.B. 
Mrs. J. B. Milloway. nee Ethel T idwelL ......................... ....................................... Bartletsville, Okla. 
Mrs. M. J. Anders, nee Cora Woodburn, A.B . ......................................................... Hermitage, Ark. 
D. M. City. B.L.............. .. ....................................... ..................................................... Augusta, Ark. 
"Frances Bordelon, B.L. & Expression. 
Mrs. J. H. Little, nee Ola Dudley, B.L. ........ .. ....................................................... jonesboro, Ark. 




Mrs. Roaa Moore, nee Lillie Byrd, Piano. 
Willie Ball, Piano. 
Lois Bennet, Piano ........ ......... .... ............. .......... ........................ .................... .............. .......... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Mrs. J. W. Peterson, nee Janelle Davis, Piano ............................ .... ................................. Morrillton, Ark. 
Mrs. Roy Curson, nee Pearl Hale, Piano. 
Mrs. Sam Cole, nee Lizzie Finn, Piano. 
Mrs. Paul Martin, nee Bessie Johnson, Piano .. .................... ............................................... ....... Augusta Ark. 
Mrs. T. E. Guerin, nee Birdie Jordan, Piano ....... ............ .................................................. .. Pomona, Calif. 
Mrs. H. H. Peel, nee Lizzie Finn, Piano. 
Mrs. Keating, nee Ruth Shearer, Piano .................................................................................... McCrory, Ark. 
Lauralee H owell, Piano. 
Myrtle Wells. Piano. 
Terry Chandler, Art. 
Mrs. Lucius Matthews, nee Lizzie Claire Hyatt, Art .................................... ............. .... Montice llo, Ark. 
CLASS OF 1903. 
C . Roy Davis, A.B. ................. .. .. .......... .................................................................. . Pine Bluff, Ark 
Earle Rudolph, A.B., Merchant. .............. .... .... ....... .......................... .... ...................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Rush M. Caldwell, A.B., Teacher ...... .................. ........ .. .. ..... .... ............... ................................ . Dallas, Texas 
Horace G. Thomason. A.B., House of Representa tives .................................................... Booneville, Ark. 
Ray E. Pryor, A.B., Physician .............. .. ......................................................... Barletsville. Okla. 
Luther T. Grumbles, A.B., Pastor .......... . .. . ........ .... ............................................... . Lubbock, Texas / 
\V. Chas. \Vood, A.B., Pastor ............ ............. ................................................ Paragould, Ark.V 
J. Powers Pace, A.B................... ............. . .................... Atlanta, Ca. 
James P. Crawford, A.B., Merchant.... ............ .. . ........................ .. ............................... Pine Bluff, Ark. 
Mrs. R. D. Garrell, nee Mary Forte Chandler, A.B. and Piano ........... .......................... ..... Mariana, Ark. 
Mamie Evelyn Fultz, B.L., Teacher .............. ................ . .. .............................. Bearden, Ark. 
Avis Teaves, B.L. . ..................................................... Little Rock, Ark. 
Mrs. J. D. Montgomery, nee Jame E. Huney, B.L. ............... .... . .. .................................... Hope, Ark. 
Bertha Adams, B.L. .. .. ...................... .......................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
-¥Theodore McMillan Blake, A.B. and Poano. 
Fannie Johnson, B.L. ... .............. . 
Mrs. Robert Smith. nee Maude Weber, A.B. . .. ............... . 
Mrs. Dave \Vall. nee Ellie Allison, A.B. and Piano ........ .. 
Mrs. Jack Ross. nee Bertha Fish, B.L. ...... 
May llelms. Piano. 
Mrs. Irvin Rudolph, nee Blanche Adams 
Mary Midve Newbey, Piano. 
Mrs. E. Johnson. nee Aline Boyell. Piano. 
Lena Edwards. Piano. 
R ota Edwards. Piano. 
tvlrs. Clay Henderson, nee Pearl Wood. Piano 
Mrs. Chas. Hall, nee Amboline McCorkle, Piano ............... .. 
Mrs. J. L.. Smith, nee Ida Briley. Voice .......... .. . ...... ......... .. 
Pearl Steadman. Art. 
Mrs. Turner Wood. nee Ruby Hyall, Expre!Sion 
Mrs. J. 0. Banh. nee Mamie Troll. Expression. 
CLASS OF 1904. 
A B. llill, A.B. and Expression, Prin. H ivh School ............ .. 
" C. D. Woocl Jr., A.B., Pastor 
H. F. Vermillian. A.B. 
.... ......... ........... . ........ Little Rock. 
.... .. .... ....................... . Malvern, 
.. ............................... .... Maroanna, 





................................... Gurdon, Ark. 
.. .. ... Walnut Ridge~ Ark. 
..... ........ .. ... .. ................. Argenta, Ark. 
. ....................................... Bauxite, Ark. 
.......... Monticello, Ark. 
.. .. .. .. Little Rock, Ark. 
Tillar, Ark. 
Los Cruces. New Mexico 
C. L. Durrett, A.B .. lnsuranc: ..... .... ... .. .. Lillie Rock, Ark. 
J. L. Smoth. A.B .. Merchant... ....... .... .. ... ................ . ............ Bauxite, Ark. 
M. B. Meadow, Jr., A.B., Stock Broker ..... 
]. D. Atwood. A.B .. Lawyer ..... 
.... ............................ ................. .. ....... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Olive Kitchens. A.B.. Teacher 
Laura Kickev. Piano 
Mrs. E. R. Bailev. nee Lucile 0-nnn, P iano 
Mrs. Lawrence Thrasher, Clara Frisby. Piano .... 
RRKADELPHIA 
19 
.. ........ ................................... Arlesia, New Mexico/ 
......... .. ......... ..... ...... . .. Parapould, Ark. 
160 
. .. .......................... Fordyce. Ark. 
.......... .. Conway, Ark. 
.. ............................. Greenwood, Ark. 
RR!'<.ANSAS 
15 
Mrs. J. R. Wilson, nee Mabel Fowler, Expression. 
Mrs. Jessie Martin, nee Bess Parker, Expression .......... .... ........................ .............................. Morrihon, Ark. 
Mrs. R. N. Garrell, nee Uarda Rosamond, Art .......................... ...... .... .. ........ ........................ Eidorado, Ark. 
Mrs. Albert Hamilton, nee Marion Carlton, Art. 
CLASS OF 1905. 
Ethel Adams, A.B ........................................................... ........................ ............... .............. Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Mrs. Crumb, nee Maud Harris, A.B ........................................................................................... Earle, Ark. 
~~:~:e ~~:~:t~.t.:~· .... :·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::.:·:.::·.·::.·.·.· .... ·.·.··.·.·.·.· ..  ·.·.·.·:.·.:::·.·.·.:.:·.·.·.· ..  ·.··.:·.:· ......... ·.:·.:·.·.·.'Li!t~;e~:~k: ~~~: 
E. E. Austin, A.B., Pres. Magnolia, Agr. Schooi... .................................................. .......... . Magnolia, Ark. 
C. H . Baker, A.B ....................................................................................................................... .... Wesson, Ark. 
~- LF-.B~~i:O~~r·l-s~ · .. s~'f;i: ... s~·h~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i\.1;~~~i:: t::: 
J.' J.· ~r~fs:a~.t..'BP~s~~~:.~.r::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~;J:h~: ~~t: 
W. J. Hammond, A.B., Representattive Chas. E. Merrill Bk. Co. 
). S. Moore, A.B .. Physician, Grace Hospitai... ..................................................................... Detroit, Mich. 
5. T. Mayo, A.B., lnsurance ...................................... v .................................................... Harrisburg, Ark. 
\V. F. Nelson, A .B., Lawyer .................................................................................................... Marianna, Ark. 
W. J . Stone, A .B., Lawyer .................................................................................................... Guerdon, Ark. 
W. P. Wilson, A.B., Real Estate ...................................................................................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
J. H. Whorton, A.B .• Wholesale Grocer .............................................................................. .. Eidorado, Ark. 
M. G. Wade, A.B., Banker .................................................................................................... Eidorado, Ark. 
A J. Vestal, A.B., Real Estate ........................................................................................... .Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Mrs. W. E. Clark, nee Iris Moore, A.B ..................................................................................... Strong, Ark. 
Eva Moore, A .B ............................................................................................................................. Rison, Ark. 
Mrs. Thos. F. Gore, nee Katie Flanagin, B.L ...................................... ...................................... Ciinton, Ky. 
/. L. Carter, B.L., State Senator ............................................................ .. ........................ ....... ... Eudoro. Ark. 
Mrs. Dr. Hon, nee Nell Gantt , Piano Harrisburg, Ark. 
Mrs. Wilson, nee Evie Hugh Ryland, Piano .......... .......... ............... .................. .. ................. Pine Bluff, Ark. 
Edith Swanson, Piano ................................................. .. ................................................................. Rison, Ark. 
Mrs. U. C. Norman, nee Nellie Williamson ...................................................................... Little, Rock, Ark. 
Mayme White, Piano .............. .................. ............................................................................ Morrilton, Ark. 
Mrs. H. C. Perry, nee Nann Dudley, Piano ....................................................................... Marion, Kansas 
Ruth Rowland, Piano ................................... ....... .. ... .................................... .................... ... Bartl.:tsville, Okla. 
Mrs. W. Storey, nee Annie Lee Nance, Piano .............................................................. San Marcos, T exas 
Etta Pryor, Piano. 
Mrs. Mayfield, nee Pearl Hudson, Piano. 
May Kirkland, Piano and Voice. 
May Strong, Voice .................... .................................................................................................... England, Ark. 
Claudine Jacks, Expression, Moving· Picture Actress ...................................................................... California 
Mrs. J. C. Stewart, nee Alma Swain, Expression ................................................................ Comanche, Okla. 
CLASS OF 1906 
Mae Pryor, A.B.. T eacher ................................................. ................................................. Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Cieone Rudolph, A.B., Teacher ............................................... ........................................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Ruth Wise, A.B. and Voice ......................................... ............................................................... Conway, Ark. 
E. L. Compere, A.B., Lawyer ...................... ......... ........................................ ..... .......... ............ Hambuq!. Ark. 
\V. P . Keith, A .B . ................................................................................................................ Pine Bluff, Ark. 
). S. Watkins, A.B., Merchani.. .......................................... .............................. ........................ Waldo, Ark. 
L. We Webb, A.B.. Pastor ........................................................................................................ DeKalb, Ill. 
M. A. Matlock, A.B., Superintendent of Schools .................................................................... Hope, Ark. 
~~~e H~i!~s:nst_L: .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::?~~:~~i;~. TA~k~-
Mrs. Wallis Graham, nee Allie Murph, B.L ........... ........................................................... Little Rock. Ark. 
Florence McClure, Art. 
Pearl Powell, Art. 
Mrs. H. D. Barton, nee Emma Owens, Art. 
Mrs. J. C. Stewart, nee Alma Swain, Art ................. ............................................................ Comanche, Okla. 
161 
Tula Weber, Express:cn. 
Mrs. Coppage, nee Edna A:wood, E xpression and Piano. 
Bertha Henderson. Expression. 
Mrs. Marvin Evans, nee Leona Pelt, Expression .................... .......... ...... ....................... .... . Eidorado, Texas 
Mrs. Ross Morgan, Maude Wade, Expression .... .................... ............... ......................... ... ..... Eidorado, Ark. 
Mrs. John Shewmake, nee Biddle Shifflell, Expression .......... .................. ......... ............... ........ England, Ark. 
Mrs. D. E. Shapllaid. nee Elise Conger, Piano ... ....... .... .... .. .... .... ...... .. ... ................. .............. Ft. Smith, Ark. 
Lena Hooper, Piano. 
Mrs. Duncan Brown, nee Carrie Kauffman, Piano .... .. ....... .... .............. ..... .. ... ...... ...... ... .. ... ......... Prescoll, Ark. 
Mrs. Dora Bell Rosamond, Piano .......... ..... ........ .... ........ ........... ...... ..... .................. ............... Paragould, Ark.-
Mrs. Key, nee Lou Wells, Piano .... ...................... ..... ......... ............................... .. ......... ...... Seallle, Washington 
'~'Janie Wood, Piano. 
CLASS or 1907. 
Myrtle M. Ball, Teacher High S :hooi.. .. ..................................... ...... .... ............................. Pallerson, N. ]. 
Leila Hendon, A.B., Teacher .... ......... ........ ........... ... ................... ........................................ ...... Magaz.ine, Ark. 
Nancy K. Meek, A.B ......... .... ................ ........... ........ .......... ....... ........ ........ ... ............... ..... .. ..... ..... Chicago. Ill. 
Mn. B. B. Rice, nee Dee Ellington. A.B . ............ ....... .... ..... .... ...... ........ ....... ..... ...... .... ..... . Muskogee, Okla. 
A.B .. nee Mabel Johnson, A.B ....... ............................................... ..... Urbana, Ill. 
'Eiiz.a Johnson, A.B. . ... .... .................................................. ..... ..... .... .................................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Mary Pifer. A.B . ... ...... ... ............ .. .... .. ... ...... ......... .................. .... .. .................................. ..... ............. Page, Okla. 
Lena Kitchen, A.B .. Teacher... .................. ...... .......... .. ............ .... ........ ........... .... .......... ..... Paragould, Ark. 
Mrs. Will Wright, nee Sue Weber, A.B ..... ......... ......... ........ . ...... .... ..... .... .......... ..... ........ ...... Durant, Okla. 
R. M. Blakeley, A.B., Physician...... ..... .. . .... ... ...................... .................................. New Orleans, La. 
' H. G. Bennell, A.B., Superintendent S <hro!s ............................. . ................................. ..... .... Hugo, Okla. 
L. M. Caldwell, A.B .. Superintendent Sch~ols ............. ... ........... .... ...... ..... .. ...... ... ................... Marlin, Texas 
L. A. Morton, A.B ................ ...... .... .................................. ............... . ... ........... ............... ....... Duncan, Okla. 
W. F. Rogers, A.B .. Professor, Arkansa~ Collepe .......................... ........... ................. ......... Batesville, Ark. 
S. A. Rowland, A.B., University of IIEnois ........................ ........................................................ Urbana. Ill. 
G. S. Tatum, A.B., Teacher .. ...... ........................ ......... . ... ............ ......... .... ...... ............. ..... Eldorado, Ark. 
J. E. Talbot, A.B .......................... .... ...... ........................ ..... ............ .. .. .... ............................ Little Rock, Ark. 
J. Roger Williams, A.B., and Piano, Professor of En~lish. U. of A ...... ...................... F ayelleville. Ark. 
''T. E. Ward, A.B. 
Nellie Bedingfield, B.L.. Teacher............ .... ......... .......... .... .... . .. .. .. .......... ....... .... . ...... Argenta, Ark. 
Katherine Brannon, B.L. ....... ........ ............ ........... ... .......... ..... ... ...... .... ..... .. ............................ Texarkana, Ark. 
Mollie Noble, B.L. ................. ... .......... ...... .......................................................................... Texarkana, Ark. 
J. M. Wharton, B.L. ........... ......... ......... ......................................... ................... ....... .... .. ........ ........ Homer, La. 
C. R. Wrad, B.L. and Expression, Teacher 
Mrs. Ike Dozier, nee Carrie Bullington. Piano ... .. .......................... ......... ............................. Waldron, Ark. 
Mrs. Aubrey Summers, nee Josephine Beck. P iano ........ ........ ....... .............................. ....... Wagoner, Okla. 
Clara Dolarhide. Piano .......... ... .............. ... ...... .... .... .... ........ .. ........ ...... ......... .. ........................... Magnolia, Ark. 
Mary Y ouncer. Piano .... .... .... .... .............. .. ............................................................... ..... ......... Newport, Ark. 
Mrs. Poss Mc-rr an. nee Maude Wade, Piano ................................. ................. .......... ...... ...... Eldorado, Ark. 
Mrs. W. B. Robb, nee Willie Wilson, Piano ........ ....... ... ..... ....... ....... .......... ........ ...... .... .. .... Eldorado, Ark. 
-'~-jane Wood, Voice. 
Mrs. Dot Huie, nee Lucille Moore. Voice .. ..... ............... .... ....................... ............................. Prescoll, Ark. 
E lizabeth Frazer, Expression .. ... ...... ...... ......... .... ......... ................ ............................. .. .. .... Lillie Rock, Ark. 
Grace Overstreet, Expression .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ........... .. ........... ..................................... .... .... Plumme"-ille, Ark. 
Rose E. Victor, Expression ........ ................. .......... .. ... .............. ............................ ............ Lillie Rock, Ark. 




HENRY StMMS HARTZOG, LL.D. 
President of Ouachita College from 1907 to 191 1. 
CLASS OF 1908 
Linnie May Barnett, A .B .................... ..... .... ...... ...................... .... ....... .... ......... ...... .... ...... ............ Warren, Ark. 
M rs. C. C. Nash, nee Jewell Middlebrook, A.B ............... ................ .............. ..... .... .... ....... Palestine, Texas 
J. A. Carnes, A.B., Teacher .... .......... .................... .... .. .... .................. .. .......................... ...... Comanche, Okla. 
R. E. Crump, A.B., Teacher .... .......... .......... .............. ...... .... ........................ ................ ...... ..... ........ ... Louisiana 
A. L. Green, A.B., Lawyer ............ ...... .... ...... ................ .... .. .... ..... ........... ........ ...... .... .................. Austin, Texas 
Otto Mathias, A .B., Pastor ....................... ..... ... .. ..... .... .............. .. ................... .. ............. .... .... Pine Bluff, Ark. 
0. T. Richardson, A.B., Teacher ................................................................ .. .. ........ ...... ...... Bald Knob, Ark. 
Lloyd T idwell , A.B., Banker .................... ........... .................................................................. ... Stephens, Ark. 
Ray Wallis, A.B ..... ................ ..... ... ...... ................. .... ............ ................................................. Amarilla, Texas 
Mrs. Hargroves, nee Lucy Sanders, B.L. .......... ..... ..... ......... ...... ............... .... .. .................... F orrest City, Ark. 
E. W. McGough, B.L., Superintendent City Schools .. ............................. ......... .................... Warren, Ark. 
F. C. Simms, B.L., Student Theological Seminary ....................... ............................ ......... Ft. Worth, Texas 
Leonora Dudley, Piano ............................................. ............... ............................ ...... ...... ..... ... Jonesboro, Ark. 
Lucile Horton, Piano .... .. .... ...... ................ .............. ..... ...... ..... ...... ............. .......... ........... Mountain Home, Ark. 
Crace Rice, Piano .... .. .................... ........... ..... ......... ............... .......... .......... ...... ..... ......... .... ....... ... .. Rogers, Ark. 
Leah Wilson, Piano ... ................... ...... ...... ................ ........ .. .... ................................... ............... ............ Ola, Ark. 
Blanche Woods, Piano. 
Mrs. Horns, nee Arnett Shifflett, Expression ..... .... ......... .. ................... .......... ............... .. Cood Night, Texas 
C. Hamilton Moses, Expression, Lawyer .................................... ....... ..................................... Monticello, Ark. 
ARI'\AN SAS 
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Vivian Williams. B.L....... .... .. .. . ................................... ..... ...... ..... ............................. ....... Fayetteville, Ark. 
Mrs. J. E. Allmon, nee Corinne Morlon. Arl. .................................. ..... ........................ .... ... Pottsville, Ark. 
Mrs. Van Savage, nee Annie jordan. Voice.... . ..... ................................... .................. .. Pomona, California 
.... ...... .... . ..... , nee Leonora Kimbel. Voice.... ..... . ...... ........ ............................ Dermott, Ark. 
CLASS OF 1909 
Mrs. W. C. Mauldin, nee Edah Hopson. A.B.......... ......... . ...... ... ...... ........................ Lockesburg, Ark. 
E lla King. A.B., Teacher...... . ................................................ ................... .... .... ....... ..... Waldron, Ark. 
C. Hamihon Moses. A.B .• Lawyer.. ............. . .. .................................................... ........ Monlicello. Ark. 
Alice Payne, A.B. ....... .......... .. ........ ...... . ...... ...................................................... Belleville. Ark. 
Mary Rudolph, A.B .. Sludenl Columbia Uni\ersily.......... .. ............... ..................... New York Cily 
Marlha Smilh, A.B. ... .......... . ..... ............... ............. .. ................ .. . .......... .. Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Chas. K. Townsend. A.B .. S1udenl Tulane Medical College ............................................ New Orleans, La. 
Alemeulh Williams. A.B ....................... ................................................................ ...... Fayetteville, Ark. 
Thos. j. Wealherall. A.B....... ... .......... .......... .. .... ........................ ....................... .Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Mrs. j. R. Dumas. nee Anna Dawson. B.L., Arl and Expreasion ..................................... Eldorado. Ark. 
J. B. Luck, B.L.. Paslor.... .. ................ .. .................................. Warren. Ark. 
Joe J. Miller, B.L.. Teacher. .. ................................ .................................................... Seminole. Okla. 
Mrs. Bird, nee Addie Pryor. B.L. ............................................................................... ....... Alexlon, La. 
Vivian Williams. Arl. .............. .. ............................................................................... .... Fayetteville. Ark. 
Mrs. Frank DeShong. nee Armon Adams, Voice...... .... ............ ................ .. ........... Little Rock. Ark. 
Olive Faulkner. Voice, Teacher Voice Cily Schools.... ......... .... ........ ........ . .......... Hoi Springs, Ark. 
J. P. McGraw, Expression, Edilor........ .... . ..................................... Ailanla, Georaia 
Cuss oF 1910 
Mrs. Neely Orme. nee Maude Anderson, A.B ........................................................................ Hugo. Okla. 
"'L P. Aikins. A.B. 
Emma Edwards. A.B .. Teacher ................................................................................. Monlrose. Ark. 
G. D. Faulkner, A.B .. Paslor ............. ....... ........ ...... .. .. .......... ..... .................... Dardanelle, Ark. 
W. A. Fish, A.B .. Teacher .... .. ...... ................................................. Siar Cily, Ark. 
Effie Goodgame, A.B., Teacher.. ................ .. ........ ....................................... ........ .......... Monroe. La. 
W. J. Holloway, A.B .. S1uden1 Cumberland Law School. 
Mrs. John Block. nee Vera Hunl, A.B ............. ....... ........................................................ Clarendon, Ark. 
Gerlrude Middlebrook, A.B.. .. ... . ................ ............... . ....................... Hope, Ark. 
Hugh L Petty, A.B., Banker . .. ....................................................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Clyde Tidwell, A.B .. Teacher High School ......... ...... .. ..................... . .. ............ Fl. Smilb, Ark. 
B. L. Williams, A.B .. Banker... .. ................. .. ...................................................... .... . Hoi Springs, Ark. 
Mrs. J. A Caldwell, nee Beulah Wrighl, A.B ........................................................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
W. E. Downs, B.L., Teacher.... .................... . ......................................................... Higo, Okla. 
Mrs. C. H. Moses. nee Lena Goodwin. B.L.. ........... ....... .. ................................ Monlicello, Ark. 
W. F. Hall, B.L.. Superinlendenl Schools.... . ......... .. . ~ ............. Ruselville. Ark. 
W. A. Jackson, B.L .. Teacher and Co. Examiner ...... ........................ ...................... McNeil, Ark. 
Bruce M. Veazey, B.L., Merchanl. .............. .. .. .................................................... Dradanelle, Ark. 
Mrs. Otto Malbis. nee Jennie D. Webb, B.L... .............. ....... .... .................. .. ............. Pine Bluff. Ark. 
A. H. Briscoe. B.M.. in Piano.... ................. ................... ....... ........... .. .......... .......... Bryan. T exas 
Florence Carpenler. B.M. in Piano ............. .. ... ........ .. . ........... ... .. ....... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Eliubelh Buller, B.M. in Piano ............ ......... ............ .. .. ....... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Mrs. Rickett, nee May \Vare, B.M.............. ... .......... .. .. ..Earle, Ark. 
Anna Jean Gannaway, Piano, Teacher Piano.. ................ .... .... .......... ... .... .. ....... Columbus, Ark. 
•Zena Hardage, Piano. 
Mrs. O'Neal, nee Eva Humphreys. Piano and Voice.......... .. ........... . 
Mrs. Orr. nee Virginia Murrell. Piano .... ..... .. 
Aileen Haralson, Voice, Teacher Voice. Ouachila Colle[e. 
Mrs. Oeve Turner. nee Laura Eva Flanagan. Voice...... ... ................ . ............. Little Rock. Ark. 
Mrs. Palmer Cra~ens. nee Maude Frisby. Art. . ..... ..... ........ .......... ........ . ............... Magazine, Ark. 
Laura Adams, Arl .. ............... .. . .. ................................................................................... Poleau. Okla. 
.. ...... Liule Rock. Ark. 
Haskell. Ark. 
D. S. Campbell, Expression, Teacher.................. ................. . .................................. Columbus. Ark. 
W. A. Gardiner. Expression. Singer........... . . ......... .... . ..... Texas 
. nee Nell Campbell, Expression. .... .. ............. .. .......... . . Crossell, Ark. 
Johnnie Reed. Expression. 
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Beulah Williams, Expression ... ......................... .... ........................ ...... ...... ......... .... ..... .............. Hope, Arkansas 
Mrs. Roy Goolsby, nee Edith Park, Expression ... ..................... ................... ........................... Ashdown, Ark. 
CLASS Of 1911 
Effie Adams, A.B...... ..... ...... ...... . .................................................................................. Star City, Ark. 
Mrs. C. N. Sloan, nee Louise Crow, A.B ................................... .............. ..... ....................... Meridian, Miu. 
D. S. Campbell, A.B .• Teacher ................................................. "························· ·················Columbus, Ark. 
Bertha Martin, A.B .. Teacher High SchooL ............................................. ................. .Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Myrtle Middlebrook, A.B .. Teacher ......................................................... ........................ ...... Apache, Okla. 
A. M. Rogers, A.B., Pastor.... ............ . ........ .. .... ................................. .................................. Magnolia, Ark. 
Mrs. A. F. Cagle, nee Fl0$sie Singleton, A.B ............................... ..... ..................................... Louisville, Ky. 
L. M. Sipes, A.B., Student Seminary ............. .... ... ................ ....................... .......... Fort Worth, Texas 
Nell Wade, A.B. .. ..................... ... .. .... ..... ......................................................................... Eldorado, Ark. 
A. F. Cagle, B.L., Pastor .... .. ...................... .............................. ............. ................ ......... ...... .. Louisville, Ky. 
Louis H. Crow, B.L., Merchant ...................................................................... .................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Anna Rowland, B.L .. Teacher ............................................................................................. Hamptin, Ark. 
H. H. Thomas, B.L..................... .. .................................................... .............................. Womble, A.rk. 
Mattie White, Piano, Teacher Piano, Ouachita College. 
Willie Broadway, Violin.................. ... . .... ..... ...................................................................... Jonesboro, Ark. 
Anna Ben Flanagin, B.M ..... ..... ................. .. ...... ....................... .. ............ .. ......... ................ Little Rock, Ark. 
Emily Fox, B.M ....... ................. .... ......................... ...................... .......................................... Pine Bluff, Ark. 
Mattie Fox, B.M. and Art.. ... ...... ........ .. ..... ......................... ................................................ Pine Bluff, Ark. 
Alice Patterson, B.M .. ................................... ......................................................... .. Walnut Ridge, Ark. 
Vivian Moore, B.M .. Teacher .................................................................................................. Benton, Ark. 
Crace Swanson, B.M ........................................................................................ .............................. Rison, Ark. 
julia Williams, B.M ................. .................................................. ....................... ...... ............ .. Fayetteville, Ark. 
Vera Broadway, Voice........ ........................... ......... . ........... .... .......................... ...... ........... jonesboro, Ark. 
Mrs. D. S. Campbell, nee Helen Gray Smith, Voice ... ........ ....... , ..... ............. ................... Columbus, Ark. 
Ruth Autry, Art Teacher.................................... .. ................ ...................... ..................... Nashville, Ark. 
Lummie Pelt, Art .. • ...... .......... .. .. ................................. ... . ............ Eldorado, Texas 
Carroll Cooley, Expression.......... ....... .. .... . .. . ................................................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Mrs. C. S. Leave!, nee Debbye Cox, Expression ............... .................................................... Louisville, Ky. 
Joe May Wood, Expreuion, Student Columbia University .................. ...... .................. ...... ........ New York 
Mrs. Daniel, nee Gail Veazey, Expression ........................................................................... Fort Smith, Ark. 
RoBERT CRAVES BowERs, D.O. 
President Ouachita College 1911 to 1913. 
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CLASS OF' 1912 
Ruth Autry. A.B .• Teacher ... .................. ............................................................................. Nashville, Ark. 
Beatrice Brown. A.B .. Teacher ............ ..................................................... ....................... llugo, Okla. 
Pearl Bell, A.B. and Expression ....................................................................................... Arkadelphia. Ark. 
Eula Bennett, A.B.................... ...................... ................... .... .. ................................. Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Irving Burton, A.B. . .... ... .... ...................................................................................... Marmaduke, Ark. 
Virgil Conner, A.B., Banker .. ....................................... .... ...... . .. ................................. Little Rock, Ark. 
Mary Finger, A.B. .......................... ......................................... . ..................................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Chas. S. Gardiner. A.B .. Teacher .. ......... .. ..................................................... Belleville, Ark. 
J. H. Hamkins, A.B. . ............ .. ............ ... ........... .......... .. ........ Pine Bluff, Ark. 
~rs. H. A. Nobles. nee Ruby Gray Hunter, A.B.. ......... .... ................ ....... .. .......... Star City. Ark. 
..... ......... . ...... , nee Ruth Johnson, A.B . ................................................. New Rochelle, N. Y. 
Donald P. Muse, A.B., Merchant ... ................... .. .......................... .,-........................... Junction City, Ark. 
Alice Patterson. A.B. and Post Graduate in Piano ................................ ...................... Walnut Ridge, Ark. 
J. C. Richardson, A.B .. Banker.. ................. .... .. ........... ..... ..... ................. ............... \Varren, Ark. 
M. C. R ichardson, A.B.............. .................... .. ............................................................. Fordyce, Ark. 
Eu11enia Swearengin. A.B.......... ..... .. ........................................................................... Hot Springs, Ark. 
M rs. Or. Reagan. nee Helen May Sterns, A.B. and B. M. in Piano ............................ Little Rock, Ark. 
Mrs. Daniel, nee Gail Veasey, A.B. and Post Graduate in E xpression ........ .................... ft. Smith, Ark. 
Eva Watkins, A.B . ............................................................................................................ Stephens, Ark. 
W. C. \Vare, A.B .. Teacher. Rusk Academy ......................................................................... Rusk, Texas 
I. J. Conon. B.L .. Traveling Salesman...... . ............................... ......................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Linnie Lee Clover, B.L, Teacher ............. ................ ........... .. ............ . ............... Malvern, Ark. 
Elizabeth Miles, B.L. and Expression ............................... ......... .... , .................... .............. E ldorado, Ark. 
Della Robertson, B.L. and Expression, Teacher ................................................................ Jonesboro, Ark. 
Mrs. Grover Cobb. nee Ruth Cowling, B.M. in Piano ......................................................... Ashdown, Ark. 
Alma Patterson, B.M. in Violin, Teacher.. ..... . .................................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Eula Bradford, B.M. in Voice, Teacher of Voice Martin College 
Lee White, B. M .. Voice............ .............. . ................ .. .................................... Morrih'Oii. Ark. 
Ida Tarpley, Piano............................................. .. .............................................................. McCrory, Ark. 
Kate Jordan, Piano and Expression, Teacher ................................................................. Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Olive Black, Piano..... ............... .. ...................................... ............................ Foreman, Ark. 
Cosby Newsom, Piano .............. ..... .................. ............................ ......................... .. ........... Paragould. Ark. 
Laura McMullen, Violin .................................................................................................. Cotton Plant, Ark. 
Ella Anderson, Voice.................................................... .......... .. . ................. ......... ............. jacksonport, Ark. 
Lillian Witt. Voice ............................................................................................................ Little Rock, Ark. 
Hattie Butler, Voice ................................................................................................................ Carthage, Texas 
Mrs. Faust Mulkey, nee Dove Toland, Voice ................................................................... .. Nashville, Ark. 
Lillian Fortune, Expression.... .. ............. ...................... ........................ Fordyce, Ark. 
Lida Gillispie, ExpreJSion 
CLASS OF' 1913 
Mrs. C. N. Sloan. nee Louise Crow. M.A .................................... ............................ Meridian, Miss. 
Bertha Martin, M.A., Teacher High School ................................................................ Arkadelphia, Ark. 
W. C. Ware. M.A .. Teacher Rusk Academy... ... ........... ................. .. ................ Rusk, Texas 
T. H. Berry. A.B .. Principal High School... ... .............. ... ................. .. .. .................. Carthage. Ark. 
Mrs. Grover Cobb, nee Ruth Cowling, A.B. and Post Graduate in Piano ........................ Ashdown, Ark. 
Kathleen Currie, A.B., Teacher........................... .... ........... .... .. .......................................... Mena, Ark. 
S. R. Doyle. A.B .. Principal High School .................. ......................... ............................. Hugo, Okla. 
Annie Medlock. A.B .. Teacher . ...... ............ ... .... ..... ...... ..... .... ..... .......... .. .......... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Pearl Pryor, A.B .. Teacher_....... .................... . . .......................................................... Columbus, Ark. 
Alma Patterson, A.B .. Teacher ............... ...... .... .. ........ ..... . ................................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Mildred Rudolph, A.B........ .................. . ....................................................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
0. B. Robbins, A.B .. Teacher..... ............. . .... .. ................................................................ Rosebud, Ark. 
James W. Ramsey. A.B .. Principal Hivh School and Co. Examiner .. .... .. ........... WashinFton, Ark. 
Jack Stell. A.B .. Student Tulane Medical School .......... ......... . .......... .. New Orleans, La. 
W. W. Smith. A.B .. Teacher. .... ..... .... .................... .. .............. .Stamps, Ark. 
Dwipht Crawford. A.B .. Student University of Virginia Law School... ................. Charlottsville, Va. 
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Chas. Wallis, A.B., Student jefferson Medical College .................... .......... .................. ...... ...... Philadelphia 
Mabel Wood, A.B ................................................................................. .......... ............................ Sabinal, Texas 
Jack Stell, B.S .• Student Tulane Medical College ............................................................ New Orleans. La. 
Jack Edwards, B.L. ........................ ....................... .................... ..................................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Mrs. Wiley Williams, nee Etta Adams, B.L. ........ ............................ ................... ... ... ..... .. Pine Bluff, Ark. 
Lillian Fortune, B.L. and Post G raduate Expression, Teacher .............. ............ ................... Fordyce, Ark. 
L. P. Guthrie. B.L.. Teacher ................................ . .................................. - ................... Bearden, Ark. 
Minnie Garretson. B.L...... . ................ .................. ............... ..................................... .... W est Point, Ark. 
W. E. Huddleston, B.L... ... .............. ...................... ........... ... ... .......... ..................... ... Konowa, Okla. 
B. C. Huddleston, B.L. .. ............ ...... .................. ....................................... .... ....... ........... Sulphur Rock, Ark. 
Mrs. Johnson, nee Janet Henderson, B.L. and Post Graduate Expression ............. junction City, Ark. 
J. T. Moon, B.L................................... ..... ................ ............... ............ ... . ................. Magazine, Ark. 
A 11nes Orr, B.L. 
Ruth Smith, B.L.................. ............. ......... ............................................. ............................ Camden, Ark. 
Vernon Sammons, B.L., Teacher High School... ......... ................................ .......................... Camden, Ark. 
Arleen Tidwell, B.L. and Expression, Teacher....... .............. ............. ............. .............. .. Buckner, Ark. 
W. S. \Vallace, B.L., Student Seminary................ ..... ................ .................. ............. . .. Louisville, Ky. 
Margaret Crawford , B.M. in iPano, Teacher High School.. ............. .............. ......... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Ella Anderson, S.M. in Voice....... ... .. ..... ....... . .......... .............. .. ....... .................... .jacksonport, Ark. 
Mrs. Faust Mulkey, nee Dove Toland, B.M., Voice ............................................................ Nashville, Ark. 
Margaret Newlon, B.M. in Piano ............................................................................................. Malvern, Ark. 
Ruth Hailey S.M. in Piano ............... .............. ................................... ... .. .................. .. McCrory, Ark. 
Susie Willis, S.M. in Piano and Expression ............................. ............................................ Magnolia, Ark. 
Kate Jordan, S.M. in Piano. Teacher .................. .......................................................... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Hazel Going, Viol in ........ .. .......................................... ...................................................... Harrisburg, Ark. 
Ruby Ray Minton, Violin... .. .............................................................................................. Memphis, Tenn. 
Georgia DeLaughter, Art ................................................................................................. .Boughton, Ark. 
Iris Kinsworthy. Art..... .. . ............................. ............... ........................... ................. .. Little Rock, Ark. 
Floy Carter, Expression. Teacher.......... . ..... ................................. .. ................. ............ Monticello, Ark. 
Bessie Barrow, Expression ............. .......................................... .......... ....................... ... .............. Ozan, Ark. 
Kathleen Jordan, Expression, Teacher.... . ........................... ................................................... Fordyce. Ark. 
Amy Sims. Expression .............................................................................................................. \Vilmar, Ark. 
Scottie Hughes, Piano ............................................................................................................ Monticello, Ark. 
Geo. H. Lacye, D.O .. Miuionary ................................................................................ ........ Torreon, Mexico 
B. F. Condray, LL.D ................... .................................... , ................................. ......... ..... .... Arkad~lphia, Ark. 
In june, 1912, Dr. Bowers resigned as President of Ouachita College to accept the pastorale of 
the First Baptist Church at Little Rock. Ark. Dr. Samuel Young Jameson of Macon, Georgia, was 
called to the Prestdency. \Vhat he has done for Ouachita is known to all 
CLASS OF' 1914 
Ella Adams. A.B., Student .................................. .................. .................... .. ..... . ......... .. New York City 
8. 8. Bailey, A.B., Stenographer ....... ........ ···········-················........................ . ............. Arkadelphia, Ark. 
0. C. Bailey, A.B., Deputy Cleric.... ... ............. .. ................................................................... Hope. Ark. 
J. E. Berry. A.B., Principal, High School... ... ............... .. ................................... ........... .......... Benton, Ark 
Margaret Crawford, A.B., Teacher, High School... ............ ........................................... Arkadelphia. Ark. 
Grace Clowdis. A.B., Teacher .............. .................................................... ................. ... Winthrop. Ark. 
Earl A. DuLaney, A.B .. Student, Seminary ......................... ....... ............ ..... ........... .. Ft. \Vorth. Texas 
Otela Gillispie, A.B. and Expression. Teacher ...................................................................... .. Stullgarl, Ark. 
~:u~~ ~aJ::t:~n~"!:s:.~~c~-e~ .. ·.·.·.·.:·.:·.:·.·.·.·.·:.·.:·.·.·.·.·:. :·.·.:·.:·:.·.·.:·:.::·. ·.·::.·.·.::·.·:.·.::·::.:·.:·.:·.·.:·.::·.·:.:·:.·.::·.:·:.".".".'.'.·.'.'.·.·::.".".'.'.'.'.'~a~~a0;: !;t: 
G. E. Jones. A.B........... . ........................ ......................................... .................. ... Piummerville, Ark. 
John G. Lewis, A.B .. Deputy Clerk....................... ........ ......... ................. .......... ............. ..Marion, Ark. 
H. L. Muse, A.B .. Merchant.............. ............. .. .............................. .................. Junction City. Ark. 
Ruby Middlebrook, A.B., Librarian, 0. C ............. .. .............. ........................................... Arkadelphia Ark. 
George J. McNew, A.B .. Librarian, Seminary .......................................... ............... ... Ft. Worth, T exas 
Jasper E. Neighbors, A.B .. Student, Ark. Med. Coli........................... .................. ... Lillie Rock. Ark. 
M. R. Owens, A.B .. Teacher, High School............. ............. . .. .................................. .. .Crossell, Ark. 
W. J. Stribling, A.B .. Teacher. High SchooL........................... ....................................... ..Fordyce, Ark 
R. R. Tompkint, A.B., Teacher .... ................ ... ........................................................................... . Hugo, Okla. 
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Jason S. Fish, B.S., Teacher ...................................... ...... .... .... ................................................ Star City, Ark. 
N. B. Daniel, B.L., Salesman .............................................................. .......... ............... ......... Little Rock, Ark. 
C. E. Heckler, Jr., B.L. .................................................... .................................................... Little Rock, Ark. 
M. G. Orr, B.L., Teacher ............................................................................................................ Biggers, Ark. 
Annie Lou Cargile, B.M. in Piano ............................................................. ..... ............. ..... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Pattie Flanagin, B.M. Piano ........................... .......................................................... ........ ... Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Mary Finger, B.M. Piano .......... .................. .............. ...... ...... ............................ .... .............. Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Glenn Kirkland, B.M. in Piano, T eacher .................................................................................... Fulton, Ark. 
Clara Rice, B.M. Piano .......................................................................................................... .. Springdale, Ark. 
Winnifred Lewis, Expression and Piano .................................. .................................................. Marion, Ark. 
Claire Smith, Expression and Piano ...... .................. ...................... .... .......... .... .... ...... ........ Piummerville, Ark. 
0. M. Stallings, Expression .............................................................. .................................... Greenwood, Ark. 
Cathron Lee, Piano .............................. .............................................................. ...................... Pine Bluff, Ark. 
Ollie Goodlett, Piano, Teacher ................................................................... ............................... Gurdon, Ark. 
Mrs. M. C. Butler, nee Elizabeth Wilson, Piano ............................................................ Arkadelphia, Ark. 
Christine J ameson, Art, S tudent.. ....................... ........................ ............... .......... ...................... New York City 
Nettie Calhoun, Home Economics, Teacher ................................................................................ Warren, Ark. 
Lois Stovall, Home Economics ............................................................................................ Waxahachi, Texas 
Carmela Sanders, Home Economics ........................................................ .............................. .. Pine Bluff, Ark. 
~ae~dH:v2~':;b:i{, ~J).~ $-a~~::.~:~.~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::L:i~eagR:~: ~~~: 
E. E. Dudley, D.O., Pastor ......................................... ........................ ..................................... Jonesboro, Ark. 






ROBIN RED BREAST FLOUR 
"The H eart of the Grain plus the A rt of the Brain" 
ARKADELPHIA MILLING COMPANY 
"WE NEVER SLEEP" 
Ouachita College 
and Conservatory of Fine Arts 
Co-Educational Christian Thorough 
f] The Largest Denominational 
College in Arkansas. 
f] Strong Faculty in College and 
Conservatory, Consisting of 
Thirty Members. 
f] A Thorough, P rogressive Busi-
ness Department. 
f] Steam Heating P lant and Sani-
tary Sewerage. 
f] Best Athletic Field in the State. 
For Further Information Write to 
S. Y. JAMESON, D. D., President, Arkadelphia, Ark. 
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